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This is a distance learning course that is self-
paced and instructor supported.   

Be sure to review the section within this course 
guide entitled 

 HOW TO COMPLETE THIS COURSE 
There you will find instructions to: 

 Work through your course,  
 Formally complete it with Prodevia 

Learning, and  

 Submit your professional development 
credits.



  

 

 
  
Welcome to Prodevia Learning 
Advanced Professional Development for Experienced Project Managers.  
Prodevia Learning offers advanced, expert-approved strategies for project managers to grow their skill 
sets and careers.  We provide the most effective professional development courses in our industry written 
by the best names in our profession. You’ll discover how to interact much more successfully with your 
stakeholders and get the best outcomes from your projects than you ever thought possible.  

With Prodevia Learning courses, you can get started immediately because everything is available online 
as soon as you enroll.  And, when you enroll in one of our paid classes, you’ll find they are also portable – 
you can optionally choose to have printed course guides shipped to you because we know you know that 
being chained to a computer or stuck at your office to take an online class is not always the most 
convenient method or the best way for you to grow and implement your learning.  Your schedule 
requirements are ours, too.  So, you have an unlimited amount of time to complete a course once you 
enroll.  That’s right – there is no “limited time access” to courses at Prodevia Learning.  You can take as 
much time as you need to complete your course; we’ll always be here to help you when and where you 
need it. 

Prodevia Learning is committed to helping you achieve the goals that are important to you in your career: 

 Build stronger project methods and plans, and execute them with more success 
 Get more done in less time because you aren’t spinning your wheels 
 Develop and maintain constructive partnerships with your customers 
 Build respect among all of your stakeholder groups as someone who can get things done 
 Create a competitive advantage for yourself within your organization and industry 

If you want to develop the expertise you need to have the kind of success in project management that you 
want to achieve, then you can trust Prodevia Learning to help you to get there. 
Learn more at www.prodevia.com. 
 
 



  

 

 
 

The Professional Project Executive™ (PPE™) Certificate Program 
A Practical Certificate Program for Experienced Project Managers. 
Every course in our catalog brings practicing project managers one-step closer to being recognized as a 
Professional Project Executive (PPE) while earning valuable recertification credit for professional 
designations. Convenient and affordable, the Professional Project Executive Program provides an 
opportunity to expand your skills as you work toward your PPE at the same time that you earn PDU credit 
for professional designation earned by the Project Management Institute® (PMI®).  
Designed to complement existing process-centric PM certifications the Professional Project Executive 
reflects a commitment to developing the practical and critical skills required to manage a project 
successfully. The experience gained through the PPE Program provides balance to hard-earned PM 
certifications that focus more on process than practical application. The skills developed through the PPE 
Program are globally recognized and applicable across industries. 
The Professional Project Executive curriculum has been developed by bringing together the most 
respected thought leaders in the industry; practitioners that are recognized as the experts and founders of 
their specific disciplines.  Prodevia Learning is the only provider that offers these practical and diverse 
courses from the best names in the business on your schedule and without the financial or schedule 
strain of traveling to attend these popular sessions at on-site seminars and conferences.  Earn more and 
learn more with the Professional Project Executive Program from Prodevia Learning. 
 
How to Earn Your Professional Project Executive (PPE)  
Requirements are simple; complete any combination of 120 credit hours from our catalog to earn your 
Professional Project Executive Certificate.  Choose the courses that fit your professional development 
goals through our diverse course catalog.  The 120 hours required to earn the PPE represents the 
equivalent of a three-week, full-time educational program of study from the most trusted experts within the 
project management community of practice. 
The PPE curriculum remains current and relevant through the addition of new courses developed by 
leading experts to address the growth and advancement of the project management practice. 
Be a better project manager, starting today! 
 
Note: PMI is a registered mark of the Project Management Institute.  
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How to Complete This Course 
How to Complete the Guide and Exercises 
This course is broken down into course chapter.  In order to develop a better understanding of the content 
of this course it is recommended that the student complete the work as follows: 

 Complete a reading and a study of the information contained in each chapter for 
understanding and comprehension. 

 The student is encouraged to make notes as they work through the course guide.  These 
notes can assist the student in assignments following each chapter.  Notes may be 
related to key ideas the student wishes to remember as well as personal insights the 
student may have. 

 Complete all corresponding assignments (see Completion Checklist, on the following 
page).  Ideally, the student should keep a student journal (separate notebook or file) with 
his or her answers to all assignments. 

 Check off assignments on the Completion Checklist as they are finished. 
 Work through the course guide one chapter at a time, completing all work associated with 

the current chapter before advancing to the next chapter. 

How to Contact the Instructor 
Prodevia Learning course instructors are available via email.  All course correspondence will be returned 
promptly. 
Contact your course instructor at support@prodevia.com 

How to Submit Course Completion and Report PDUs 
When you have completed working through this course guide, return to the Course Completion page at 
www.prodevia.com and follow the instructions there to formally complete your course with Prodevia 
Learning. You are required to formally complete your course in order to receive your Certificate of 
Completion and be awarded 10 Professional Development Units. The Course Completion webpage also 
includes instructions and a link for you to submit your PDUs directly to the Project Management Institute 
(PMI)® online. 
 
Course Detail: 
PMI Provider ID: 1945 
PMI Activity ID: Printed on your Prodevia Learning Certificate of Completion 
 
 
 
 
Note: PMI is a registered mark of the Project Management Institute. 
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Completion Checklist 
 

Chapter 1 - Course Overview  
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Chapter 2 - Change Management – Process Development Change Control System 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Chapter 3 - Getting Agreement to the Change Management Process 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Chapter 4 - Consistently Implementing a Change Management Process 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Chapter 5 - Lessons Learned on Change 
Read and Study 
Review Questions 
Chapter 6 - Conclusion to Course 
Read and Study 
Change Crossword 
Case Study 
Self-Assessment 
Course Completion 
Complete course through the Course Completion tab at www.prodevia.com 
Submit PDUs to the Project Management Institute 
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Course Objectives 
By the end of this curriculum the student should be able to: 

 Define project change management and discuss its importance in the 
success of a project 

 Explain the elements of an effective change control system and its 
implementation 

 Articulate how to gain agreement from project stakeholders regarding the 
utilization of a change management process 

 Explain the importance of consistently implementing a change 
management process 

 Describe the course’s lessons learned for change management related 
to people, product change, and acceptance 

 Conduct a self-assessment to determine how effectively change is 
managed on a project 

 All course objectives’ outcomes can be measured through end-of-module 
review questions and an end-of-course exam. 
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Non-Clarified Requirement (NCR) – 
  
a. A requirement or 

component of a 
requirement that does 
not presently need to 
be defined at a 
granular level of detail 
for the project to 
successfully proceed.   

b. Non-critical, non-
material qualities or 
characteristics that can 
be defined at a later 
time with minimal risk 
to the project’s triple 
constraints. 

 
For example, a 
homeowner does not need 
to define the color of 
carpeting before beginning 
construction of a new 
home. 

Chapter 1 – Course Overview  
Introduction  
Project Management is the management of change.  An entity has decided it needs to 
change something and creates a project as a framework to implement that change.  
Regardless of the project’s solution, be it the construction of a new commercial facility, 
the enhancement of a software application, or the decommissioning of a manufacturing 
plant, projects and their solutions create change for an organization.   
 
You as the project manager need to manage the “planned” change (the project as initially 
defined) as well as the “unplanned” changes (change management) that come along 
during the project.  This course will attempt to give you better tools and understanding to 
facilitate this process. 
Project Change Defined 
Project change is defined as anything that was not in the original scope, requirements, 
schedule, or cost estimates of a project.  It involves updating and maintaining the integrity 
of the project baseline documents and the resulting changes to quality, risk, cost, 
schedules, interdependencies and staffing. It includes: 

 New requirements, which can emerge from new 
functionality or legal changes affecting the 
industry 

 Refinements to Non-Clarified Requirements 
(NCRs) – documented and accepted 
requirement ambiguities needing later 
clarification within the original, baseline 
requirements 

 Deleted requirements 
 Schedule and/or budget changes caused by 

outside factors such as personnel changes or 
delivery of interdependencies outside the 
control of the project 

 Corporate changes that affect the goals of this 
project or strategy for all projects 

 The drivers above can result in project changes 
affecting any or all of the following: 

 Cost/price/contracts 
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So that change management 
is not always thought of as 
asking the stakeholders for 
more money, we suggest the 
first few change requests be 
minor changes to 
update/correct the documents 
to test the process on “non-
stressful” changes. 

 Schedule/staffing 
 Requirements documents/contracts 
 Planned documentation/training 
 Risk management plan 
 Quality management plan 
 Interdependencies with other organizations both upstream and downstream 
 Bad change management practices can destroy a project in a number of 

ways. 
 Failure to recognize the need for a change can result in delivering a project 

that does not satisfy the business unit as well as endangers user acceptance 
and buy-in. 

 Failure to document changes can result in the deliverables being out of sync 
with the expectations of other organizations, even though everybody 
assumes the change occurred.  This includes deliverables that must interface 
with each other, as well as training and support materials. 

 Failure to estimate the impact of changes can put the project off schedule or 
over budget. 

 Failure to obtain proper management approvals for changes can result in 
changes that upper management does not support. 

 Failure to obtain end user approvals of changes affecting functionality can 
make the project deliverables less usable.   

 Discouraging change can result in a deliverable which meets written project 
specifications but has not adapted to outside changes that have occurred 
since project initiation. 

Inadequately practicing proper change management will 
reflect poorly on a project manager thus leading to a 
climate of distrust.  Project stakeholders need to hear 
about the impact of changes early on rather than when a 
project is late, over-budget or not meeting expectations.   
 
Project change requests can be initiated by anybody, on 
any team, but should go through a defined approval 
cycle to make sure it is properly evaluated by all 
involved parties. 
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Likewise, project change requests should be opened when there is a need to correct 
errors found in the original requirements documents, schedules, etc. 
 
Not all change requests need to affect cost or schedule.  Many will just be to document 
minor changes in functionality, or clarifications to base documents which do not affect 
cost or schedule.  So that change management is not always thought of as asking the 
stakeholders for more money, we suggest the first few change requests be minor 
changes to update/correct the documents in order to test the process on “non-stressful” 
changes. 

Why Change is an Expected and Necessary Component of 
Project Success  
In a perfect world you may know all the requirements to the nth degree and all the risk 
factors that might affect change.   In the real world; however, no project is fully, properly 
and completely defined up front, and no project is unaffected during its lifetime by outside 
forces.  Therefore, change is, and as we will discuss, should be a part of every project.  
Project Management is Change Management 
Fundamentally, a “project” is a device of change.  Whether the project effort is to 
introduce something new into the business environment, alter something already in the 
existing environment or remove something from the present environment, all of these 
things will impact the way in which the business operates.  As such, projects are vehicles 
for change and project managers are agents for change.  Project management is at its 
core change management.   
 
The Project Manager’s Obligation to Deliver a True Solution 
A project manager’s job is to understand how the project represents change for the 
business it represents conceptually and to help ensure that it will satisfy that need.  
Project managers that focus narrowly on the written words in the project charter, contract 
or requirements documents, and never consider the greater change they represent, may 
deliver a solution that contractually meets the requirements but may not meet the true 
needs of the organization.  When this happens, the client will not be happy and the 
project will be declared a failure.  A successful project manager will deliver a solution that 
both meets the requirements as well as being fit for use. 
An Example of Failure to Manage Change 
We have all heard the war stories of large government agencies that have contracted for 
very large software development projects.  These projects cost hundreds of millions of 
dollars and take years to implement.  When delivered they were declared to be useless to 
the agency.  The newspapers have a field day!  The firm responsible for the development 
says that they delivered what was requested.   
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Court cases ensue and usually the development company wins, as they delivered what 
was in the contract.  But did they really win?  In the process, their reputation has been 
tarnished and they will lose business from future deals.  It slowly comes out that the 
development firm’s project manager narrowly focused on the written words, even though 
he/she knew after a point that it would no longer solve the “conceptual changes” that had 
been envisioned.   It would no longer be fit for use.   
 
The media doesn’t spend time on the small print in the contract, not caring whether the 
development firm did or didn’t deliver a solution that met the letter of the contract.  
Instead, they focus on the outrage of the two (or more) parties that wasted all the 
taxpayer money on a useless system, and that the agency will still be without a new 
system for years to come. 
 
Usually agency heads are fired or “re-assigned” and, if it was a local or regional 
government agency, the issue emerges at election time for some lively “mud slinging”.   A 
committee is set up to investigate.  They find the following: 
 The agency project manager (PM) and the development firm’s PM initially had a cozy 

relationship and thought everything was fine.  Not all changes were put through the 
proper channels for documentation and approval.  They both thought they were in 
agreement and were making the project better by avoiding the bureaucratic 
paperwork. 

 The lack of review by an oversight committee caused the project to veer off the 
intended direction.  The two PMs thought they were improving the project but lacked 
some of the upper management vision to see the existence of a conflict.  Had the 
changes gone to a change review board, they would have been turned down, or 
altered to provide the intended benefit without veering off course. 

 The lack of documentation caused other interdependent projects to become out-of-
sync with this project’s changes. 

 Over time, the relationship between the two project managers deteriorated.  From 
this point on, when errors or needed changes were discovered the project managers 
raised them only when it benefited their cause to do so, or when both sides noticed 
they had them.  Sometimes minor errors or changes, which should have been 
formally processed through change control, were ignored as there was no benefit for 
one side to raise them and the other side had not yet discovered the need for this 
change. 

 The project managers brushed aside delays figuring they’d catch up eventually, or 
they could absorb the time during testing.  (Their rationale being that at least they 
were still building the project according to the written contract requirements.) 

 When things initially “blew up”, each side had a long list of reasons why the problems 
were caused by the “other side”. 
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 Both sides muddled through the delays by spending more time and money on 
resources, and both focused even more narrowly on the words in the contract, just to 
get it done and turned over. 

 Shortly before the project was moving into the testing phases, the overall government 
agency issued a decision that all new software deliverables are to run on a standard 
software platform or, if stand-alone, interface with other applications on that platform.  
Since it was late in the project and the CIO didn’t specifically call up the agency PM 
to say it applied to this project, the two PMs decided to stay on track with the older 
platform.  They decided a project re-plan would be too disruptive and costly at this 
time; therefore, they would consider it for the “next release”. 

 When the project deliverables were turned over the end user refused to accept, but 
the agency’s PM insisted they try to live with it.  The agency PM had eliminated the 
interface with the end user organization manager due to his lack of technical acumen 
and having a tendency to have too many pie-in-the-sky new ideas once the contract 
was signed.  (“If he didn’t think of them in the pre-contract stage, let him wait until a 
new contract is signed.”). 

In summary, the commission report stated that neither the agency PM nor the 
development firm PM exercised proper change control management which would have 
kept the deliverables more aligned with the expectations.  Furthermore, it would have 
kept all parties better informed of both schedule changes and agreed requirements 
changes such that all parties could adjust their plan and expectations.  In addition, it was 
pointed out that if some needed changes were raised in a timely fashion the project could 
have been salvaged, and thus have avoided delivering a system that is close to useless 
for current needs.   
 
Finally, the end user organization and agency management were criticized for not being 
involved and for not staying in the loop on the changes, or lack thereof, to the project.  All 
parties left this with black marks on their reputation for allowing things to get out of control 
and not escalating things to the change control board or directly to upper management, 
as needed, to ensure delivery of a true solution. 
Change as it Relates to Ambiguous Requirements 
As we stated above, no project starts with a perfect picture of what needs to be built.  It is 
imperative that a successful project has the best documented requirements possible 
upfront.  It is important to ensure that “gray areas” critical to the functionality of a solution 
are defined up front.   
 
And, for those Non-Clarified Requirements, or NCRs, that can be determined at a later 
date, a specific list of NCR items to be clarified later must be developed as well as a 
documented decision as to when they will be defined once the project is underway.   
 
As a rigorous rule, requirements should be specific and measurable.  Quantify whatever 
you can.  Requirements lists or detailed work breakdown structures are better than 
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paragraph form.  List what you don’t know, as well as what you do know.   List constraints 
and limits as well as measurable goals.  
 
It’s not the goal of this course to cover requirements management, so we will assume you 
are knowledgeable about the scope and requirements management processes as set out 
in accepted requirements methodologies. 
 
Requirements changes are tricky.  One side may feel that the requirement was implicit, 
even if not documented, and the other side may feel it was not obvious and is new.  If the 
client agrees it was not clearly documented, he or she may still have an issue getting 
additional funding or schedule changes from management, who may feel it was included 
in their initial directives to their team.   Politics and compromise rear their heads on these 
matters.   The best course of action is to: 
 Document the change and its impacts, and agree on them in writing even if you can’t 

agree on how to deal with them up front. 
 Work on a resolution through the normal change control process, if possible.  This 

process will be described better in the next section. 
 If need be, escalate to the change control board without an agreed solution.  It will be 

their job to agree on any acceptable cost/schedule changes or to reject the change 
as not being a part of this project at this time. 

A key to any project’s success is to consistently manage the changes in the initiative.
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Review Questions  
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the material 
contained in this course introduction.  Answer the following questions in a separate 
notebook.  
1. Define project change. 
2. Name 4 categories of project change. 
3. Name at least 6 areas that can be affected by project change. 
4. Name some of the possible effects of bad project change management. 
5. How can improper change management reflect poorly on a project manager? 
6. Who can initiate a change request? 
7. Why is change an expected and necessary component of project success? 
8. What is meant by the statement that a project manager has an obligation to deliver a 

true solution? 
9. How can you best protect the project from a lack of well-defined requirements 

upfront? 
10. What is a Non-Clarified Requirement? 
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Chapter 2 – Change Management Process 
Development: Change Control System  
Change Process and Procedures 
Change control is both a process and a set of tools.  The process covers the steps 
involved from the first recognition that a change is or may be needed, its documentation 
and analysis steps, its approval steps, and ending with the steps of enacting the change 
and verifying its completion.  The tools are the paperwork (or on-line documentation) and 
the tracking systems to facilitate this process.   
 
Change management is part of every role involved with a project, and it is managed by 
the Project Managers.  However, within a project there may also be people who have 
specific roles relative to change management. 
 
There is usually a Project Manager with overall responsibility on the client or business 
unit organization side.  This may be someone from the PMO staff, from the business unit 
staff or the IT staff.  We shall refer to this person as the Business unit Project Manager, 
or BPM.   Other groups within the client or business unit team may also have their own 
project managers, or project coordinators, that will interface with the overall BPM.   
 
Often, an outside firm or firms are responsible for a large portion of a project.  We shall 
call the project managers from these outside teams the Vendor Project Managers, or 
VPMs.  Again, if there are multiple groups within each team, each group may have its 
own project manager or coordinator.   
 
On very large projects there may be a project “change” manager just to coordinate this 
function of the project.   As you can see, for projects that may be tens of millions of 
dollars, there may be a whole tree structure for project management.   
 
For the sake of this course and describing the process we will use the terms Business 
unit Project Change Manager (BPCM) and Vendor Project Change Manager (VPCM) to 
describe the process, whether done by the top-level project manager or a sub-manager 
reporting into the top-level project manager on each team. 
Elements of an Effective Change Process 
The change control process can be divided in four processes:  

1. The documentation process 
2. The analysis process 
3. The approval process 
4. The tracking and communication process   
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These four processes; however, are interwoven throughout the larger change control 
process.  As such we will break them down and discuss them in steps, as they flow in a 
typical change scenario.   

 
A corresponding process chart is found in Appendix A and should be referred to during 
your reading of each process. 
Documentation Process 
The initial documentation process is the first step where the basic change is initially 
detailed out.  This is usually done on a form called a “change request form”, which may 
be a paper form, an electronic document, or an on-line screen as part of a change control 
management system.  Along with a description of the change there should be a reason 
for the change and an explanation of any benefits to be received from the change.  It 
should be noted whether this is viewed as a new change in scope/requirements or a 
clarification to existing requirements.  It should also be noted if there are risks of not 
executing the change as well as the cost associated with the analysis of the change.   
This is an important element as the cost of analysis may not be in alignment with the 
proposed benefit to the business. 
 
The originator should be asked to sign off on this change and give it to the project change 
manager for his/her team.  The originator may need to get his/her management approval 
to authorize its analysis by the project team (discussed below in approval steps).  This 
will eliminate unnecessary work on frivolous activity that is unlikely to be approved or 
funded by management regardless of its impacts. 

DOCUMENTATION ANALYSIS APPROVAL TRACKING
&

COMMUNICATION

Change request form initiated.
Originator

Request approved for analysis.
Management of Originator

Maintain in project record as not 
approved.

PCM

Submit request to BPCM for 
review.
PCM

if not 
approved

if approved

If there is 
concern

If there is 
no concern

Review with 
Originator.

BPCM

Submit 
request to 

VPCM.
BPCM

Review request.
VPCM

Review with 
BPCM or 
Originator

VPCM

Submit 
request to 

Dev. Team.
VPCM

If there is 
concern

If there is 
no concern

Impact analysis is conducted
Dev. Team and Other Impacted 

Organizations
Impact analysis report submitted 

to VPCM
Dev. Team

Impact analyses reviewed for 
consistency across multiple 

teams
VPCM

Request submitted to BPCM
VPCM

Request consolidated w/ external 
inputs and internal group inputs.

BPCM

Circulates consolidated change 
impact analysis to end user and 
other appropriate stakeholders.

BPCM

Reviews consolidated change 
impact analysis 

End User and Other 
Stakeholders

Determination made whether to 
approve or reject, and 

recommendation provided to 
management and/or change 

control board.
BPCM

Risk register 
updates 
made, as 

appropriate.
BPCM

Determination made whether to 
approve or reject 

Management/Change Control 
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Business Unit Project 
Manager - BPM 
 
The PM who has overall 
responsibility and who is on 
the client or business side of 
a project. 
 
Vendor Project Manager – 
VPM 
 
The PM from outside firms 
or teams engaged to 
complete a portion of the 
project. 

Analysis Process 
The next step is the approval for analysis stage.  
Change requests should receive some management 
oversight, with formal sign-offs being a best practice, at 
the business unit origination.  The BPCM should review 
all changes submitted by the business unit’s team 
before it is presented to the VPCM for consideration.  
This review is to make sure it is properly filled out, 
approved and understandable, in both non-technical and 
technical terms, as appropriate.    
 
The BPCM should ascertain whether he/she believes it 
is worth pursuing the change.  If the BPCM does not feel 
it is worthwhile, then he/she should go back to the 
originator and/or initial approver to discuss as it may be 
related to a misunderstanding of the agreed scope or of the planned deliverables by 
those on the periphery of a project.   If there is still not agreement, the change request 
should still be moved forward to the next phase for analysis. In most cases, this 
discussion between the BPCM and the originator will assist in eliminating unnecessary 
change requests.    
 
There should be an agreed level of approval for who can raise a new change request for 
discussion.  Should this be allowed by anyone (okay for a small organization, or small 
project) or should it require the approval of a certain level manager?  This should be 
agreed during project inception, when change control is planned, to avoid awkwardness 
and confusion later in the project.  The larger the project, the more important it is to have 
gateways established to control the flow of change requests.  While we feel strongly that 
ideas that improve the solution should be encouraged and that all changes be 
documented, we also feel strongly that unnecessary changes should not find their way 
through the whole change system using up scarce 
resources on unnecessary analysis.  Rejected changes 
should stay in the project record as not being approved 
for analysis, should there be a question later. 
 
Once a change request is approved for further analysis 
by the BPCM, the change request should then be given 
to the VPCM. The VPCM should conduct the same 
review for clarity, completeness and proper approvals, 
going back to the BPCM and/or originator, as needed.   
Sometimes, the change is related to a misunderstanding 
of the agreed scope or of the planned deliverables and, 
therefore, not an item that needs to be pursued. 
 
The analysis step follows.  The change request should be 
circulated to the development team first for analysis.  It 

Business Unit Project 
Change Manager - BPCM 
 
The person coordinating 
change on the business side 
of the project - whether by 
the BPM or another defined 
individual. 
 
Vendor Project Change 
Manager – VPCM  
The person coordinating 
change on the vendor side of 
the project - whether by the 
VPM or another defined 
individual. 
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should also be passed to all other organizations that may be impacted.  If there are 
project coordinators for various groups on each team, this would be a good mechanism 
to use to circulate the change.  Keep in mind that what is viewed as a minor change at 
first may have a larger impact once analyzed by impacted groups.  Circulating the 
requested change to too many people is better than mistakenly circulating it to too few 
and finding out too late that a problem/interdependency was overlooked. 
 
All groups that are affected should analyze the impact on development task efforts, 
schedule, costs, performance, risks, usability and interdependencies.  Not to be forgotten 
are the efforts required to update the requirement documents, project documents, testing 
plans (including any extra testing), training plans and user documentation.  The VPCMs 
for each organization should consolidate the input from their team to make sure they are 
consistent, if they had multiple inputs, and pass them on to the BPCM.  The BPCM will 
consolidate all external inputs along with internal group inputs to get an overall picture of 
the impacts of this change on efforts, schedule, costs, performance, risks, usability and 
interdependencies. 
Approval Process 
The BPCM should circulate the consolidated change impact analysis to the end user and 
any other internal organizations he/she determines is necessary.  It is usually not 
necessary to circulate the consolidated impact to external organizations unless there are 
very technical interdependencies between multiple groups that need to be reviewed by 
those outside groups for consistency and accuracy.  All groups should report back with 
any inconsistencies, errors, or concerns.  In resolving these, the BPCM may change the 
wording of the original change request and re-circulate it for re-analysis.   
 
Once the BPCM believes it is accurate and all-encompassing he/she needs to compare it 
to the benefits the change will produce - essentially doing a cost benefit analysis.   
Depending on the size of the change, this may be an in-depth analysis or based upon 
previous experience.  Remember to do an update to the risk register to record any 
impacts on the project contingency costs.  Depending on the change, it may resolve an 
existing risk, create a new risk, change an existing risk, or have no impact. 
 
Again, depending on the size of the change and the size of the project, the BPCM may 
have the authority to approve the change or may seek management approval at a higher 
level.  This typically is the case when there is no impact to cost or schedule.   
 
If there is a change control board, they may be needed to approve all changes or 
changes over a certain limit.  The change control board will be discussed in more detail 
later in this module. 
Tracking and Communication 
The decision, whether approved or not, needs to then be tracked and communicated.  
Once decided, all affected parties need to be notified.  This may be done in normal 
project meetings or project status reports, by special communications, by return of signed 
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forms, or by a formal tracking system.  It is imperative that all impacted groups be 
notified, not just those who need to add or change effort, as a future change may build on 
this one and impact those other peripheral groups.   
 
A tracking system should provide basic information for all change requests.  At a 
minimum, you need the Request ID, Origination Date, a short description, its status, and 
an area for comments.  This system may be a manual spreadsheet maintained by the 
BPCM, or a system generated report from a more complex change management 
software tool.   
 
For any change that is approved, the BPCM should make sure that after the tracking 
system is updated, the approval is communicated and all pertinent project documents are 
updated and redistributed.  This would include, but is not limited to: 
 

 The requirements documents/registers 
 Project plans 
 Budgets 
 Design papers 
 Training materials 
 Testing plans 
 Any user or other technical documentation.   

 
It is often helpful if the change control log also includes a column to verify updates of 
these documents. 
 
If the change is in a future deliverable, then your job in change control is done once all 
the pertinent baseline and planning documents have been updated to reflect the 
approved change and those updates have been properly distributed.  It is now tracked as 
part of the ongoing project, not as a part of change control. 
 
If the change is to an existing deliverable, then the VPCM should continue to track this 
change until it is implemented and accepted. 
Suggested Change Management Templates 
This section discusses the two basic templates needed for any change control system.   
Change Request Form 
The Change Request Form should contain a complete snapshot of the change and be 
the starting point for all discussion of, or future references to, this particular change. 
 
This form should be assigned: 

a. A unique identifier (a number or alphanumeric code) 
b. A description of the change 
c. A reason for the change 
d. An explanation of any benefits to be received from the change.   
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It should be noted if this is viewed as a new change in scope/requirements or a 
clarification/correction/deletion to existing requirements.  (Note:  The originator’s 
assessment of this can be disputed and changed during the analysis phase, if 
appropriate.)  There should be dated signature areas for the originator and the approvers.  
It should also contain areas for documenting a summary of the analysis and an area to 
document the reason(s) for the request being approved or not approved.    A sample 
template is shown in Appendix B of this guide.   
Change Request Log 
The Change Request Log is a list of all change requests and whatever data you choose 
to show for each.  At a minimum, you need the Request ID, origination date, a short 
description, its status and an area for comments.  Optionally, you can add more status 
data for open items (origination, analysis, awaiting decision), the pertinent dates of each 
step (with estimated date for completion of the next step), the originator’s name, the 
name of the person currently responsible for its next step, and the impacts of each 
change.   
 
A sample template is shown in Appendix C of this guide.  It can be created/updated as a 
word processor based table or as a spreadsheet.  If you use a spreadsheet program such 
as Excel, you can automatically create tallies of such things as number of open requests, 
total requests, etc.  You can also add many extra columns with additional info on each 
change request.  When printing from Excel, you can set a print area allowing you to just 
print the basic columns needed for general distribution. 
 
If you use a change management software package, you will probably have many report 
options, from very simple to much more complex.  Make sure if this report is widely 
circulated that it is suitable to every audience. It should not contain sensitive data, such 
as costs, and should not be so filled with extra data such that the basic status information 
is not easily spotted. 
Change Control Board Tips and Suggestions  
Formal change control boards are often used for large projects in cases where cost 
and/or schedule impacts must be approved.  The purpose of these boards is to review 
the change control requests, the analysis, and the recommendations for approval before 
giving the final approvals.  Reviewing the changes at a higher strategic level allows the 
change control board to make sure the requested change fits the overall mission of the 
project and meshes with the organizational goals.  In addition, the board would review the 
budget and schedule impacts as well as authorize them and the impacts on other groups 
outside the immediate project.   
 
A change control board is usually made up of key stakeholders on a project.  They are 
usually middle to upper management, plus the project manager(s) for the project.  A 
change control board sometimes elevates the final approval of a change request to a 
higher level and, as a result, validates and communicates the change at a higher level 
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than is possible without using a board.  This can be important if the change is a 
controversial one or is not supported by other groups that are adversely impacted. 
 
A change control board serves as the decision place for 
changes that cannot be agreed to at lower levels.  While 
it is recommended that all changes be sent to the 
change control board with a recommendation from the 
lead project manager, some changes that revamp or 
possibly shut down parts of a project may be sent up 
without a recommendation.  In addition, those changes which are not supported by the 
project manager but have powerful support from other areas may be elevated to the 
change control board without a recommendation.   
Change control boards generally have a set meeting frequency, usually monthly or 
quarterly.  The frequency is often determined by the authority level assigned to the 
project manager for authorizing changes without board approval.  This approval level 
should be set high enough to allow smaller, technical changes to be made quickly by the 
project team with only the larger and more strategic changes requiring board approvals. 
 
It is generally up to the Business unit Project Manager, BPM, to instigate and run these 
meetings.  Unless there are existing rules, practices and approval levels established at 
project startup, the BPM generally takes the lead in establishing these.   
 
If there are not established best practices the BPM should propose rules and practices 
that best fit the size of the project, its strategic importance, the experience of the groups 
involved with these types of projects, and the level of politics involved.   
 
Use of these boards is always a balance between the bureaucracy of the extra meetings 
and associated “red tape” and the need for control.  If there are regular project review 
meetings with upper management and key stakeholders, the change control board 
meeting may be something that can be an “add-on” to that meeting, as many of the same 
folks are involved.  An extra twenty minutes on an existing related meeting may be more 
efficient than a separately scheduled meeting. 
 
In summary, a change control board should be used if: 
 Its existence and frequency of meeting are built into the project charter and/or 

established best practices for your organization requires a change control board for a 
project of your size. 

 The change is very strategic, controversial, or will completely change the essence of 
the current project.  This includes changes that may dramatically change the risk 
profiles and risk matrices of a project.   

 Higher management approvals are needed for budget or schedule changes, and/or 
there are impacts to other interdependent or downstream groups. 

A change control board can 
be useful if the change is a 
controversial one or is not 
supported by other groups 
that are adversely impacted. 
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If your project and/or organization does not have provisions for a change control board 
and you face issues that would be elevated to such a board as defined above, the 
project’s executive board should be used as a change control board for that item.  If no 
such board exists, then ensuring that appropriate management attend the next overall 
project review meeting can also serve this purpose.  In other words, if you feel you need 
senior management approval for a key change control item, then arrange to get it through 
some other means. 

Change Process Considerations 
Consider Utilizing a Simple and Easy to Use Tool 
Many organizations may already have a standardized change process in place.  Others 
may need to create one.  As with any set of tools, keep in mind that they need to be 
tailored to the size of a project.  Major multi-million dollar projects will have more controls 
and more automated systems in place than smaller projects.    
 
Tools can be acquired from external sources for use on a proprietary basis within the 
client company, either alone or in combination with internally created tools to form an 
appropriate change control system.   
 
Whatever tool(s) you create or use, keep it simple.   You 
want it to be big enough to handle the complexities of your 
project, but no bigger.  It should be an organizing, 
documenting and communicating tool...not a lot of “red 
tape”.  It you are presented with a tool that seems to be 
overly bureaucratic, or if your team seems to perceive your 
controls as “red tape”, talk it through to see if it needs to be simplified or if it just needs to 
be explained further.   
 
For maximum benefit, change information should integrate well with the other aspects of 
the project so that there is not a lot of redundancy.  Make sure the basic change control 
form contains enough information, or attachments, for all other groups to do their 
analysis.  Make sure the analysis presented for approval has enough information such 
that those needing to update documentation, conduct training, or provide interfaces can 
understand it without needing another set of communications for those groups.  (Note: 
This doesn’t need to be a full detail design; it can be high level along with a 
communication plan for when the details will be documented and communicated.) 
 
Setting approval levels within your process can simplify change management.  Not every 
change needs the highest levels of approval.  Small changes that do not affect many 
areas should be more easily documented and approved than larger changes.   

A change control tool 
should be an organizing, 
documenting and 
communicating tool...not a 
lot of red tape.    
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Consider the Time and Cost Associated with the Change 
Process 
This topic is one of the more controversial areas of change management.  And, there are 
many ways to handle it.  We will discuss it from both the macro and microeconomic 
angles. 
 
From the microeconomic angle, all change requests have the opportunity to assign a 
cost, time and schedule impact.  These are estimates of the amount of effort a change 
will take (or net savings, if appropriate), the cost of that effort, and its schedule impact.  
These estimates should include the effort involved in analyzing and handling this change 
request.  This is a fundamental of change management.   
 
Depending on the size of the change, the “overhead” for a change request may be 
negligible or it may require many days (or weeks) of effort.  It is not appropriate for 
anyone to expect you to perform large analyses “in your spare time” without recognizing 
the effort involved or the impact on the existing project schedule.  (The exception to this 
is when there are budgeted change control people or hours already built into a project to 
do this.  But that is rare, except in very large projects.)  Time for all organizations should 
be included in the analysis estimates.   
 
For very large changes, there may be a prior step of estimating and getting approval for 
the effort required to analyze the change.  If it will take two weeks of effort from various 
resources to analyze and estimate a change request and this will impact the ongoing 
project, then approval of this effort should be sought so the cost can be recognized and 
the project schedule re-baselined.  The subsequent change itself may or may not be 
approved and carried out, but you have at least accounted for the effort of the analysis 
and its schedule impact. 
 
On the macroeconomic level, projects should always have time built in for project 
management as well as change management.  Except in very large projects, change 
management time may be included in the overall project management time.  This should 
include the management overhead time for coordinating the process.  For specific large 
change requests, a project manager can add their extra time to the estimates for their 
additional time when they add up the time it will take the other groups to estimate the 
change.  
 
The tougher challenge is the time needed by the rest of the analysis team.  Proper 
project scheduling does not assume 100% utilization of 
resources during the project duration.  A good project 
plan should leave enough time for other tasks, including 
change request analysis.  This project contingency time 
is often shared by task overruns, or other “project 

Proper project scheduling 
does not assume 100% 
utilization of resources during 
the project duration. 
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overhead”.  There should be enough time built in for change request analysis for small or 
medium sized changes.  Only for large changes should you need to preauthorize the 
effort and the schedule impacts of the change analysis.   
 
One common issue often experienced is when a project manager directs most change 
requests to one resource rather than spreading them out.  As a result, the contingency 
time of this resource is overtaxed.  The VPCM should disburse change request analysis 
requests evenly across resources or based on their current availability rather than play 
favorites.  If it is decided that there is a lead technical specialist that should be involved in 
all change requests, then as part of their scheduling they should have a lower scheduled 
utilization for specific assigned project tasks since they will likely get a higher amount of 
project overhead tasks, both involving change control as well as other project areas. 
Consider Configuration Management  
It is imperative that - once approved - a change is integrated and documented into the 
plethora of project documents.  When a project is initiated, many documents are created, 
including but not limited to requirements documents, work breakdown structures, 
schedules, detailed budgets, risk plans, user training plans, documentation plans, and 
roll-out plans.  During the project life-cycle additional documents are created including 
detail design documents, unit testing plans, and periodic updates to the baseline 
documents.  
 
These documents are used during the project as well as after the initial project is 
completed for support, additional training, regression testing and control.  All of these 
documents should be maintained as part of the project configuration management plan. 
 
A change approved after project initiation may affect many of these documents.  Each of 
these documents should be reviewed for necessary updates.  Once updated, they should 
be re-entered into configuration management.  All project members and affected groups 
should know where to access the latest version of each document.  Otherwise, teams 
should be notified when a change has occurred.  In addition, there should be a 
communication policy in place to alert key members when certain documents have been 
updated.   
 
A balance must be made between the efforts of updating 
and re-releasing each document, and the need to 
communicate the change impacts on the affected 
documents in a timely manner.  There may be a policy to 
accumulate changes for periodic updates.  If so, all team 
members should be able to check the change document 
section to see which change requests have been incorporated and then check the 
change control tracking log for newer changes not yet incorporated into the document.    
 
Updating all documents is important as future change analysis may depend on these 
documents. You want your team to build a new change on the latest details, not a 

There should be a 
communication policy in 
place to alert key members 
when certain documents have 
been updated.   
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previous version.  In addition, decisions for approving future changes may be affected by 
this latest change.  Also, during the project life-cycle these documents serve as input into 
each new phase startup.  Undocumented changes represent risk to various parts of a 
project and can cause a project manager to lose control of the project.  
 
The final reason for keeping these documents up-to-date is that not everybody will be in 
the loop on change control.  The update of all project documentation is the final 
communication of that change to all parties who access these documents for any reason, 
at any time.  Your project’s configuration management plan should include a section on 
the project documentation, and that section should address revisions for approved 
change control items.
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Review Questions 
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the material 
contained in this course chapter.  Answer the following questions in a separate notebook.  
1. What are the 4 basic processes involved in change control?  Briefly define each. 
2. What information should be included on a basic change request form? 
3. Who should review all changes submitted by the business unit’s team before it is 

presented to the VPCM? 
4. Should a change request still be moved forward in analysis if the BPCM and the 

originator do not agree on the change request? 
5. Should changes not put through the system stay in the project record as not being 

approved for analysis? 
6. Who should analyze the impact of a change? 
7. In Analysis, whose responsibility is it to consolidate all external inputs along with 

internal group inputs to get an overall picture of the impacts of a change? 
8. When should you use a change control board? 
9. What should you do if the VPCM and BPCM cannot agree on how to handle a 

change request? 
10. What are the basic fields you would want to track on your change request log? 
11. What do you do if the approved change is for a future deliverable? 
12. What do you do if the approved change is for an existing deliverable? 
13. Name some ways to handle the time and cost involved with change management. 
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Chapter 3 – Getting Agreement to the 
Change Management Process 
The change management process is a two-way street.  There must be buy-in from 
business (client business unit) for it to work.  In this section we will discuss the benefits to 
the business, how to get buy-in, and how to introduce the process to the business and 
stakeholders. 

Discussing the Benefits of the Process to the Business – 
Safety Net 
Many businesses aren’t always proficient in with stating what they want up front and 
putting those wishes in the contract.  Sometimes, businesses know more about what they 
don’t want than what they do want.  Or, businesses may have some idea what they want, 
but they don’t have an accurate understanding of what they need. 
 
They will attempt to make some assessment of the solution when they often just want the 
project to go away and show up again when completed with everything as hoped for.   
 
Business doesn’t always understand the necessity for their involvement and active 
engagement in a project initiative.  This is certainly the case not only for requirements 
gathering but also for the subject of change control.  Business executives will often use 
the following reasons for not wanting to be actively involved in change control: 

 Busy schedules,  
 A dislike of “wasteful meetings and bureaucracy”,  
 A fear that change control just means requests for more money,  
 And, a tendency for change control documentation to be too technically focused 

without giving the “bigger” picture. 
 Your job as project manager is to explain the benefits of this process to the 

business and get their buy-in. 
 Explain the actual process, paperwork and the purpose and value of each 

element to gain agreement that it is necessary.   
 Explain that once completed, a written change request serves as one of the best 

means of consistent communication (and the official one) to all parties involved 
regarding that change.  We’ve all played the game of telephone as a child and 
know how the content can change if just handed down verbally and through 
inconsistent processes. 
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Your job is to explain the 
benefits of this process to the 

business and get their “buy-in”. 

 Explain that the purpose is to keep refining the requirements that remain 
somewhat ambiguous (NCRs) so everyone can stay in sync.   

 Explain that change control will prevent the project from veering off track by well-
meaning changes that may not meet the executives’ strategic goals as well as 
their tactical goals of the base-lined triple constraints. 

 Explain that virtually all projects face changes from internal and external forces, 
and a process to handle them is the best way to ensure a successful navigation 
of these events. 

 You should agree that, yes, sometimes change control means requesting more 
money and/or more time to do the project, but this is not always the case.  
Occasionally, a change could simplify a project and lower costs.   

 You should explain that change control ultimately protects their initial investment 
in time and money.   

 Lastly, you should explain that change control forces the team to address the 
areas of risk, usability, training, and interdependencies which are often 
overlooked when the change is “just slipped in to avoid the red tape”. 

 In summary, it is important that executives understand that the business has the 
right to request change that will be beneficial, and a process will be in place to 
accommodate and manage beneficial changes. 

Feedback from the Business  
In addition, for the need to disseminate documentation about the process, the change 
control process should be discussed in detail with the business both at the executive 
level and the project level in order to get feedback.  This feedback may be to slightly 
change the process to fit into or more closely emulate another process they already are 
familiar with; or, it may be to incorporate other 
information that the business may feel is useful to the 
process for their purposes.  The business will more 
often buy into the process if they have input to the 
process.  
 
Make sure you listen to any input regarding simplifying it as well as listen to feedback that 
the process is more cumbersome.  Use your own reasoning and negotiating skills to 
make sure the process stays as simple as possible while providing all the detail and 
control necessary.  On the other hand, balance requests to emulate a more complex, 
existing system the business has with the fact that they may use it more if it looks familiar 
to them and possibly saves them time later with their other processes.  For example, they 
may suggest changes that might allow for better synchronization with other project 
components. 
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Make sure you listen to any 
input regarding simplifying the 
process or feedback that makes 
the process more cumbersome. 

Two important aspects to get feedback and agreement on, beyond the basic process, are 
the issues of approval levels and the use of a change control board.  It should be agreed 
in writing what is the approval chain of control.  
 
Key aspects associated with this approval process include the following: 
 Can the business unit project manager (BPM) approve all change requests on behalf of 
the business unit, or do some need a higher level of approval? 
 Who may submit change requests?  Can anybody submit change requests, or must 

they all be authorized for analysis by a certain level of staff? 
 Will there be a formal change control board used, and if so, who will be its members 

and how often will it meet?  What level of changes will require board involvement?   
 If there is no formal change control board, is there a project issue escalation process 

defined to use for any change control issues that cannot be resolved between the 
two primary project managers - the BPM and VPM? 

Introduction of the Process Prior to Use  
It is important that all parties be introduced to the concept of change management as well 
as the process, and as early in the process as possible.  To do it as a reaction to the first 
change identified will be too late and may create bad feelings if there is a price tag or 
controversy attached to that change. 
The Business Unit 
The business should be introduced to the concept of 
change management from the initiation phase.  Most 
contracts address change management at a high 
level.  As a project manager, regardless of which 
organization you represent, you should ensure that 
change management is included in the contract.  In addition to that you should insert a 
change management section into the requirements document and any other pertinent 
baseline documents.  The more documents it is inserted into, the better.  This 
emphasizes the need for a baseline and allows change to be initiated in a controlled 
manner. 
 
For larger projects, there is often a Project Charter, or Project Management Plan, which 
details how the project will be managed, in all aspects, including overseeing boards, 
escalation procedures, and change management procedures.  If there is such a 
document, then this would be the ideal place to specify a detail plan for change 
management including the process, and procedures, as well as any forms to be used.   If 
there is not such a document, you can insert the appropriate detail into the requirements 
document or create a unique Change Management Plan. 
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Formal change management 
starts the minute baselines are 

agreed to. 

Whichever document is used to provide a written discussion of the concepts and 
processes of change management, it is best that this be done at project initiation and 
signed off by all parties.  This will ensure proper communication of the process to the 
business as well as incorporating feedback from the business. 
 
It should be agreed that all changes raised before 
requirements sign-off (or final pricing, in the case of a 
fixed price contract) should be incorporated into the 
initial document/pricing.  Formal change management 
starts the minute those baselines are agreed to by all parties.  In some cases, there is a 
known NCR during the pre-contract phase which will not be definable prior to signing off 
on the baseline documents and project initiation.   It should be stated that the clarification 
of these requirements must be addressed at some defined point later through the change 
management process. 
 
It is perfectly acceptable to list these items in the baseline documents as undefined and 
subject to future change control.  Defining the 'unknowns' up front will save on 
unnecessary project expense, lost time and possible confusion later.  
The Project Delivery Team 
Depending on the size of the project, we sometimes focus more on the business unit 
while forgetting to educate and get buy-in from the delivery team and stakeholders.   This 
is an equally essential task.  The delivery team needs to be updated on the importance of 
change management to them personally as well as the actual process to be followed.  As 
with the business, you should solicit and accept any feedback as well as make any 
agreed revisions to the process to ensure a better process and team “buy-in”. 
 
The deterrents and benefits of change management listed above apply equally to the 
delivery team.    The delivery team can sometimes feel that change management is 
meant more for the business, to be a gate on changes to the system, and shouldn’t apply 
to small changes they decide are needed or small improvements they think are win/win 
situations.   
 
For the previously discussed reasons of documentation, communication, and “big picture” 
oversight, changes discovered by or recommended by the delivery team should also go 
through the change management process.  The only caveat is that it may be tough to get 
business unit approval for change requests initiated by the delivery team if there is a 
price tag attached.  Most will be viewed by the client as clarifications, error fixes, or 
changes that primarily benefit the delivery unit.  We suggest that changes identified by 
the delivery team but benefiting the business unit and which have a price tag attached be 
passed on to the BPM for origination.   
 
A second “buy-in” you’ll need from the delivery team is to promptly and accurately 
analyze the change requests that are approved for analysis.  The delivery team will be 
focused on their assigned tasks and often will not want to be slowed down by analyzing 
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Your job will be to stress the 
importance and benefits of the 
overall process to weed out 
unnecessary change and to 
ensure that all approved 
changes fit the big picture. 

things not currently on their schedule, especially if they do not agree with the change.  As 
the project manager, your job will be to stress the importance and benefits of the overall 
process to weed out unnecessary change and to ensure that all approved changes fit the 
big picture.  Also, explain that the project schedule will have time built in to handle the 
change management process. 
 
A third item for the delivery team is to be included up 
front in the bid stage to help document the “fence posts” 
around the project.  The delivery team can be very 
important, helping you document the assumptions, 
NCRs, and items not included.  Everyone approaches 
the project from a different angle, so each team member 
will have different points to raise here.  Even if you think 
some are “far-fetched”, include them as long as they are reasonable.  If someone on your 
team believes that the business thinks an item is included, then indeed a technical 
person on the other team may have the same idea. 

The Impact of Contract Types of Getting Agreement 
Let’s take a moment to discuss change relative to three different contract types for 
projects:   
 Time and Materials 
 Fixed-price after Requirements Definition 
 Fixed-price before Requirements Definition 
These three types of contracts have different implications for the project manager 
regarding change management.  We will discuss them in the order of easiest to hardest. 
 
Time and Materials Contract  
Time and materials contracts are the easiest to manage for change.  The project is 
estimated at the beginning and can be re-estimated at pivotal points during the project, 
such as after the requirements definition, after detail designs are complete, etc.  Change 
management is used to record change, to get approval for change, and to forecast 
changes from initial estimates for the project. 
 
It is important not to mix the change estimates for real change requests with the changes 
to existing estimates.  For example, if a project is going to take 4 weeks longer than 
initially estimated and a change is submitted that will take a one-week effort, do not 
combine the two and just give a 5 week change in overall estimates.  This misrepresents 
the actual impact the change request has on the project and hides the actual slippage 
from both the client and possibly your internal management, both of which might want to 
review why that 4-week slippage occurred.   
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It is very important to list all 
NCRs and all items that were 
discussed and are not a part of 

this project contract. 

In addition, if the business comes back and says that the change is not worth a 5-week 
effort, you will be forced to come back and 'fess up' that it was really just one week, and 
the overall project has slipped 4 weeks without the change.   
 Fixed-price Contract after Requirements Definition 
 
Fixed-price contracts after requirements definition is the next step up in complexity.  In 
this case, you are able to create a requirements definition document prior to your fixed-
price project bid. You will know a lot more prior to creating the fixed bid than you did at 
this point in the last scenario.  (The requirements definition itself may have been done on 
a time and materials basis or it may have been a separate fixed bid contract.)  It is very 
important to list all NCRs and all items that were discussed and are not a part of this 
project contract.  This will protect you later on during change control.  Remember, the 
requirements definition becomes part of the legal contract so it should be clear, specific, 
and as inclusive as possible.  If the requirements definition document is a good one, it 
serves as a good basis for all parties to agree that something is, or is not, a change from 
what was expected in the project.  There should be little argument over whether a change 
is a change. The discussions should be more about whether the estimates/cost submitted 
with the change are reasonable. 
 
Fixed-price Contract before Requirements Definition  
This is the most difficult project to manage for change.  In the document which details the 
project scope, you still need to be very specific although you may not have access to all 
the information yet.  If it is part of a competitive bid process where there are multiple 
vendors responding to a request for a bid, there may be limited or very controlled access 
to the project stakeholders and/or end users.  You may be basing your understanding on 
a limited, written description provided directly by the client rather than direct observation 
and analysis of what needs to be done.  These will all lead to a much weaker 'mini-
requirements' document that will be the basis of your fixed-price contract.   
 
 As with the above two scenarios, it is very important to 
list all NCRs and all items that were discussed which are 
not a part of this project bid.  Unfortunately, you may not 
have been able to get deep enough to really know what 
“gray areas” there are in the documentation created by 
the business that you are using as a basis.  The list of “not included” items and “gray 
areas” should be longer than in the other scenarios, and you should include a list of 
assumptions.  Include as much language as possible to support the basis of your 
contract.  These will hopefully protect you later with change control.   
 
Unfortunately, with this type contract, there may be many changes where there is a 
difference of opinion regarding whether a change is new, or was intended by the 
business but not identified by the delivery team in the original bid.  These are the types of 
items that may require compromise or escalation to the change control board. 
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In some business scenarios with fixed-price contracts, changes that result in less project 
effort can be a problem.  In a time and materials contract, it would just mean less future 
billing.  With a fixed-price contract, change requests resulting in more effort are usually 
handled with contract amendments or work orders for the additional effort.  When the 
effort decreases; however, it can create some possible legal and accounting issues.  If 
you have a contract to perform services for a business entity and the entire contract was 
already declared as revenue in the service provider’s accounting system, it may have to 
be restated.   
 
Reducing contracts can be affected by the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) legislation and be an 
accounting nightmare.   (Your finance and legal departments can advise you if this would 
be an issue in your arena.)   If the change is a large one, you will need to engage your 
financial organization to help you with this.  If the change is small, you may be able to 
negotiate with the business that, in lieu of a contract reduction, you will provide some 
other equivalent service, now or in the future.  This could be additional training and/or 
support or possibly just reduce the cost of future change requests until this 'credit' is used 
up. (You will need to ensure that your organization's policies and procedures will allow 
this.) 
 
In summary, regardless of the contract type, the better written the pre-contract 
documents are, the better off you will be.  Document all assumptions, all items not 
included, and all NCRs.  The better you document these items, the more discussion you 
may have up front to help create better estimates and the less discussion you will have 
later as a part of change control. 
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Review Questions  
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the material 
contained in this course chapter.  Answer the following questions in a separate notebook.  
1. Name four reasons executives use for not wanting to be actively involved in change 

control. 
2. Name some of the benefits of a change control system to the business. 
3. What sort of feedback should you get from the business regarding the change control 

process? 
4. Why is it important to listen to input regarding the change control process? 
5. What four elements should be agreed to in writing regarding approval chain of 

control? 
6. When should change control be introduced to stakeholders? 
7. When does formal change management begin? 
8. Should defined unknowns in the baseline document be agreed as subject to future 

change control? 
9. Discuss some ways to incorporate change control into the very early stages of the 

project. 
10. Discuss how the three contract types affect change control. 
11. Why does the delivery team often fail to receive information regarding how project 

change will be managed? 
12. Why would the VPM need to get buy-in on the change control process from the 

development team? 
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Chapter 4 – Consistently Implementing a 
Change Management Process 
 
As previously stated, a project is a vehicle for change.  Outside changes are happening 
at the same time the project is unfolding.  In addition, as all parties delve deeper into a 
project, new things are uncovered.  A good project manager needs to know how to keep 
change control in the forefront.  They should know how to ask for change, anticipate 
change, identify all aspects/impacts of the change and know how to communicate all of 
that to all the necessary parties. 

Asking for Change 
 
The best way to manage change with the client is to always be pro-actively asking for 
change that would improve the solution – even after baseline.  Of course, this provides 
the opportunity for the project manager to always bring out the change control process to 
emphasize to the client that changes must be managed.  This communication, sent many 
times, will often assist clients in managing the quantity of change that they request.  The 
project manager needs to keep in mind the need for providing a solution that will have 
‘fitness for use’ as well as ‘conformance to specifications’.  Because business changes 
over time, it is the responsibility of the project manager to be open to considering change 
because the business must do so to stay competitive.   
 
History shows that people, countries, industries, and businesses which dynamically adapt 
to change are more successful than those that are more static.  The same holds true for 
projects and project managers. 
 
You have started the project; you have educated the business and delivery teams on the 
importance of change control; and, you have documented your assumptions, NCRs, and 
excluded items in the baseline documents.   Now it’s time to start change control.  Don’t 
wait until a change jumps out at you.  You should ask at all project meetings if there is 
any potential change that may improve the solution.  Do this at the “internal” delivery 
team meetings as well as project meetings with the business.  Periodically review the 
assumptions, NCRs, and excluded items in the baseline documents.  Have any of these 
items changed or been clarified?   
 
Pay attention to external factors.  Have there been any corporate changes announced 
that may impact the project?  Are there any governmental changes or emerging industry 
trends that will affect the project from the business side?  Are there any changes in 
trends or laws affecting the delivery side?  Are there any ideas that have popped up 
regarding the project, based on recent project activity – items nobody thought of at 
project inception?   Review each of these with the business and seek concurrence on 
whether or not any changes are needed.   
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It’s much easier to manage a 
project by sticking to the 

baseline plans, but the 
deliverables will be better and 

timelier if you pro-actively 
anticipate change. 

Encourage the business to do the same.  Stress that you want the project to not only 
meet contractual obligations but you want it to be fit for use at the time of completion.  
We’ve all heard of projects that were caught in a “time warp” and already were obsolete 
when delivered.  A project manager has a professional responsibility to ensure this 
doesn’t happen.  Try to separate the “change” discussion from the “money” discussion for 
the sake of generating beneficial ideas.   
 
Encourage free thought and brainstorming and don’t mention dollars or schedule 
changes initially.  This will encourage thought about change.  If all change is thought of in 
terms of only time or money, then some people may be discouraged from suggesting 
change.  Some of these suppressed changes may likely carry a low impact yet a high 
benefit to the client’s solution. 
 
Remember that the client determines whether or not each change is cost justified; 
suggesting change is not bad.  If it’s not cost justifiable, or appropriate, it will not be 
approved.  This may help keep the change discussion positive as all approved changes 
will provide benefits that outweigh cost or time impacts.   

Anticipating Change  
 
It is a project manager’s responsibility to anticipate 
change before it is requested.  You should be a positive 
force for changes that benefit the business.  It’s much 
easier to manage a project by sticking to the baseline 
plans, but the deliverables will be better and timelier if 
you pro-actively anticipate change.  Some of the areas 
to anticipate that we previously discussed are: 
 
 Governmental changes affecting the business you are helping 
 Corporate changes on the business or delivery sides that affect the project in some 

way 
 Emerging trends on the business or delivery side which may affect longer term 

usefulness of the project deliverables 
 Documented NCRs being clarified 
 Errors or inconsistencies discovered in the baseline documents as you delved deeper 

into the project 
 New changes sparked by day-to-day interactions with the business.  Possibly 

unrelated discussions will uncover changes in this project that could be of benefit. 
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As discussed in an earlier section, the project manager should expect a certain portion of 
his/her time to be devoted to change management, and depending on the size of the 
project, may appoint someone to manage change.   
 
Additionally, when creating project schedules, time should be allocated to appropriate 
individuals, especially lead technical staff, for change management tasks such as 
analyzing change requests. 
 
In anticipating change, a good project manager will have a mindset to ask for and expect 
change as well as a means to react to change, i.e., the staff availability to handle the 
change control process. 

Reviewing Impacts of Change 
 
The impact of change must be considered from two perspectives – the project and the 
business.  Of course, project impacts would include time, cost and performance (the triple 
constraints). 
 
However, the project manager must also be aware of impact to the client’s point of view 
regarding profitability, business risk, requirements, and political pressures.   
 
We will address these two perspectives separately. 
 
Project Impacts 
When reviewing a change request for project impacts, you should address the following: 
 
 Effort – What is the net effort needed to address this change?  Keep in mind it may 

take x time to build the change but you may save effort by no longer needing some 
other related, un-built feature, or it may affect other features in an effort reducing 
manner.  If this is the case, you should report net effort change.   Keep in mind to 
address the net effort change for all project phases - design, development, testing, 
training, documentation, support, etc.  Any phases or tasks you have estimated 
previously need to be re-assessed for impacts. 

 Schedule/Resources – What is the net effect on the schedule/project time-lines?  
Will this change require different or additional resources for the project, or can 
existing resources handle it with just a schedule adjustment?  If different or additional 
resources will be needed, are they available in the time frame you need?  Will they 
need training or transition time to get them up to speed on the project? 

 Interdependencies – Will the features of this change, or the new project time-line, 
affect any interdependencies?  This would include any interface files or 
documentation needed by others to develop other modules of software/hardware 
needed for training, testing or user documentation. 
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The business will always 
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 Performance – What will this change do to performance?  What will it do to the user 
interface?   

 Risk – How will this change affect project risks?  Make sure to assess both existing 
risks on your risk register as well as new risks caused by this change. 

Business Impacts 
A project manager must understand that he or she is not 
in a position to fully assess business impacts (only the 
client can do this), but one must understand that project 
impacts will not be the only reason the business will 
proceed or not proceed with a change that has been 
requested.  The business will always consider project 
impacts in the context of the larger business impacts that they will have.  The business 
should assess the following potential impacts. 
 Profitability – Will this change affect the profitability of the project/user department 

and/or the overall business? 
 Business Risk – Will this change affect any overall business risks?  Will this change 

affect other concurrent projects going on in the business?  Will the change affect 
future projects in the pipeline? 

 Requirements (both conformance to specifications and fitness for use) – Does this 
change any of the baseline goals of the project? 

 Political Pressures – How does it affect any long range corporate goals?  Does this 
affect/comply with all corporate guidelines?  

 Timing – Should this change be a part of this project, or should it be deferred to an 
add-on project or future release?  If the change is very large, too risky for 
implementation at this time or will make the project miss key business dates, it is 
perfectly acceptable to hold it for future consideration.  Changes held for the future 
should be deferred for this project but noted as a future item in the comments section 
of the change control log.  This will provide for easy reference later, especially if the 
log is reviewed during the post-project review. 

In summary, be mindful that a change that seems to be a win/win for a project may not 
ultimately be what is best for the overall business, and vice versa.  The project manager 
must understand and accept those decisions, however personally disappointing they may 
be. 

Communication to the Business of the Impact Analysis  
Now that you have a thorough analysis of the impacts of the change, you need to 
communicate it to all affected parties.  The most effective way to communicate the impact 
analysis to the business depends on the size of the change.   
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For small changes, it is often sufficient to simply circulate the written analysis by using 
the change request form and change request logs that the project has adopted.  If any 
parties have questions, they should already have contact information for the project 
manager, and the originator’s name is documented in the request.   
 
For medium changes, or smaller changes which have raised questions not yet satisfied, 
you may choose to use the regular project meetings to discuss the changes and answer 
any questions. 
 
For larger changes, and any changes that require a change control board to be involved, 
you should use that forum.  For larger changes, it is often better to “present” the change 
to the group in an organized fashion rather than just hand out the written documents. In 
that way, you can make sure they hear all the important aspects and get a chance to ask 
questions interactively during the discussion.  “Presenting” the change assures a more 
level understanding of the change and better prepares the participants for a discussion 
on its merits.  
 
Regardless of what the size of the change is, it should be communicated by the 
appropriate level to all groups, internal and external, that are affected.  Often, projects will 
have a standard change request distribution list, so even changes not thought to affect 
certain areas will be communicated to them in case there is a hidden interdependency 
not yet noticed.  

Formalizing Change Acceptance 
This section discusses what to do when a decision is made to accept or reject a change 
request based on the impact analysis.  How should the decision be documented and 
broadcasted? 
Documentation 
All approved and rejected changes should be promptly documented and communicated 
to stakeholders.  It is important for the project manager to document not just ‘what’ but 
‘why’ a change request has been approved or rejected.  The communication of ‘why’ 
allows stakeholders to have context for understanding what is being added or removed, 
thus allowing for more understanding and less confusion for stakeholders.    The main 
reasons for the “why” should be included right on the change request.  (You will see that 
we have created a place for this on the suggested template for a change request shown 
in Appendix B.)  Additional documentation or explanations can also be attached to the 
change request package. 
 
It is important to make sure that all change requests are fully completed and documented 
at this time – whether approved or denied.  This means getting the signatures of 
necessary parties to the change request which shows the decisions and primary reasons.  
In addition, the full “package” - the change request and any attached documentation - 
should be reviewed for completeness. Finally, make sure it is ready for full dissemination 
and archiving. 
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In the event of a change approval, all project baseline documents need to be updated.  
Schedules and resource plans need updating, and overall budgets and monthly spend 
plans need to be revised.  Requirements documents, detail designs and possibly testing 
or training plans may need revisions, depending on how far into the project you are.  
Lastly, don’t forget to go back to your risk register and make any changes needed. If it is 
a change to an existing deliverable, make sure to keep tracking the change until it is 
completed and accepted. 
Broadcasting the Change (What and Why) – Giving 
Stakeholders a Context for Change in Your Project 
Once the change request is documented with the decision, it must be disseminated.  This 
can be through a number of agreed methods, electronic or paper.  It is important however 
that all affected parties be formally advised of the outcome for the following reasons: 
 If not advised that a change request was turned down, many stakeholders assume all 

change requests are approved. 
 If approved, all stakeholders and team members will need the final details of the 

change.  There may have been a few iterations of the change request or the 
analysis.  Make sure everybody will be moving forward with the latest version that 
was approved, not some earlier version of the change. 

 If approved, most team members will need updated versions of the other project 
documents, such as schedules, requirements, designs, etc.  Depending on the 
project organization, you may need to physically deliver these documents or just 
make them available in a central repository, whether paper or electronic. 

Dissemination of the actual change request, along with reasons why it was or wasn’t 
approved, is important - especially when the reasons are not obvious or the purpose of 
the change is tangential to the actual project goals.  Some examples of explanations that 
may not be obvious to the stakeholders, and thus may eliminate confusion on their part, 
are: 
 The change is to conform to some upcoming corporate or legal regulations or 

changes.  (i.e., it may not benefit the project directly but there will be a cost of not 
doing it.) 

 The changes will bring it in line with other planned changes, preventing future rework. 
 The change benefits some process many times removed, but that process gets 

information from the deliverables of this project. 
 The change is for better usability and/or reliability, or the change reduces overall 

project risk. 
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Review Questions  
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the material 
contained in this course chapter.  Answer the following questions in a separate notebook.  
1. Discuss the concept of “asking for change”. 
2. Why is asking for change a critical component of solution success? 
3. What should always be asked at project meetings? 
4. Why is it important to pay attention to external factors? 
5. What should the project manager always remember related to the cost justification of 

change?   
6. What should be considered related to change management when creating project 

schedules and other components of the project plan? 
7. What are some areas where you should anticipate change? 
8. What are the 5 areas to be reviewed with regards to the project impacts of a change?  

Discuss each briefly. 
9. What are the 5 areas to be reviewed with regards to the business impacts of a 

change?  Discuss each briefly. 
10. Why is it important to document and communicate the reason a change was 

approved or not approved? 
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Chapter 5 – Lessons Learned on Change 
The goal of this chapter is to provide some insights, or lessons learned, regarding 
different facets of change control. 

Lessons Learned - Process 
 Use the KISS (Keep It Super Simple) principle - keep it simple and easy to use.  This 

applies to both initiating change requests and just accessing information on them.   
 Don’t require mandatory input of information that may not be applicable and may be 

difficult to find for some initiators.  For example, in the IT industry listing the pertinent 
software and firmware levels of every element of the system on the originators input 
request form may be nice to have, but most of that information may not be pertinent 
and many users would not know how to find it anyway.  Those details, if pertinent, 
can be added during the analysis phase. 

 Make the entire process emotionally neutral.  We have all been through some sort of 
training on brainstorming techniques.  While we wouldn’t want every idea in a 
brainstorming session to be entered on a change request, we don’t want an initiator 
to be afraid to submit a request for fear that it is not a valid idea.  Have a process in 
place to require “approval for analysis” of lower level requests but graciously accept 
all changes.  Remember, change is good and what may be a strange idea at first 
may turn out to be a real improvement, once analyzed. 

 Keep the process transparent.  Change control should not be viewed as a black box 
to the peripheral users who submit changes and then wait an unknown amount of 
time to just get a yes/no decision.   Unless there are confidentiality concerns with 
some team members or groups, allow all team members to have access to the 
change request log so they can track the status of where the change is in the 
process, and allow all to see the final documentation after decision. 

 Keep the words used on the forms emotionally neutral, as well.  There may be 
changes recommended to cut down on operator error.  Keep everything phrased in a 
positive light, such as “reduce operator error” rather than something like “operators 
don’t bother to check for xxx before they...”  The operations manager may not agree 
that the operators “don’t bother to do” something, but will agree that a change to 
reduce errors would be good. 

 Schedule change is a project change.  Even if the requirements or deliverables are 
not changing, schedule change can affect resource plans and interdependencies.  A 
delay of a deliverable needed as input can cost the project money. Since the 
resources waiting will probably not be re-assigned, they will try to work around the 
schedule change and probably use more effort than if the deliverable were on time.  
It is valid to list the impact cost as part of the analysis of a schedule change. 
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 Staffing level changes or resource changes are a valid project change which needs 
analysis.  If you change the number of people working on a project, the level of their 
expertise or your project has high turnover, you will most likely have both a cost and 
schedule impact and, possibly, a risk or quality impact.  In the construction arena, if 
you planned on two master carpenters and two apprentices, but are given one 
master and three apprentices, it will impact the project.  There may be some tasks 
only a master carpenter can do, causing a shifting of tasks.  There may also be a 
larger amount of advisory and supervisory hours needed by the solo master 
carpenter.  You may find that this individual is now on the critical path and the 
schedule will need to slip to compensate.  You may also have a higher risk of rework 
for quality issues.  High turnover can cost you since every time there is a new team 
member, even of the same caliber as the departing person; there is a transition time 
to get the new player up to speed on the specifics of the project and to provide any 
project specific training. 

 Do not use a change request to hide existing project slippage which has not yet been 
communicated to the BPM or project stakeholders.  By inflating a change request, 
whether in effort or schedule impact, you endanger its cost benefit analysis, hide a 
situation which may need to be addressed some other way and risk exposure to 
having to “fess up” later if the change request is not approved. 

Lessons Learned - Product Change  
 Offbeat ideas pitched by those on the periphery are not necessarily absurd.  

Sometimes the key stakeholders are so involved they “can’t see the forest for the 
trees”.  Those on the sidelines may have a unique perspective and may not be 
biased by the notion that the approved project requirements are obviously “the best 
and only solution”.  

 Keep the eventual business support people in the loop.  Sometimes the project is 
kicked off without their input.  They may have ideas on subtle changes that will make 
the long term support easier and less costly. 

 There may come a time to say, “No more non-critical changes at this time”.  If the 
change request pipeline is too active, it may self-perpetuate the project and never 
conclude.  After a certain point, depending on the size of the change, its criticality, 
and ease of being added later, you may need to “freeze” a project and declare all 
non-critical changes submitted afterwards to be collected for inclusion in a follow-up, 
add-on project.  Remember that for larger projects the day you deliver the project you 
will get new change requests for things they didn’t think of until they “went live”.  
Unless it is a small, very limited project, change requests may be viewed as being 
part of future add-on projects.   This is especially true if there are hard and fast 
deadlines for delivering a project. 
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Lessons Learned - People and their Acceptance 
 Having buy-in of the BPM and key business stakeholders is critical.  If they do not 

buy into the process, it will be a painful one.   That is why doing the education up 
front is critical.  Also, it is recommended that the first few change requests should not 
be “political ones” (meaning they should be easy for the business to approve), and 
they should be low cost (or no cost) and low schedule impact.   That way, they will 
accept the change system and the process prior to anything that may be 
controversial.

 Knowing whether the business entity that will receive the deliverables is funding the 
project or that the funding comes from a higher level is important.  If you understand 
how the BPM and key stakeholders have to internally deal with cost and/or schedule 
changes, it can help you approach them with the information they need to be 
successful.

 Unfortunately, you may also need to learn the politics and policies that affect the way 
the various internal business groups react.  Especially for larger projects, internal 
business politics may affect how project change is handled.  Obviously, you want to 
make sure you don’t let two different internal groups play you off each other.  If it 
comes down to it, you need to balance two things - who is it that has authorized and 
is funding the project versus what is best for the overall project in the long run. 

 

Review Questions  
The following review questions will assist you developing comprehension of the material 
contained in this course chapter.  Answer the following questions in a separate notebook.  
1. Sum up the lessons learned insights on the change control process. 
2. Discuss why schedule change and staffing changes are project change. 
3. Discuss some lessons learned presented with regards to dealing with the people in 

the business unit. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion to Course 
Concluding Thoughts 

 A project is a vehicle of change. 
 Changes are inevitable.  You won’t know everything upfront when you start a 

project, so expect project changes to be needed. 
 Outside forces (corporate changes, government regulations and industry trends) 

will create other needs for change. 
 You should respect the business’ right to request a change 
 You should ask for change that improves the solution you are providing to the 

business.  You should encourage beneficial changes. 
 A change control process is required to ensure project success 
 A change control board is a desirable component of a change management 

process. 
 Make sure to analyze the lifecycle of the change request, including the reasons 

for the approval or rejection. 
 The better written the pre-contract documents are, the better off you will be. 
 History shows that people, countries, industries and businesses which 

dynamically adapt to change are more successful than those that are more static.  
The same holds true for projects and project managers. 

Please complete the following exercises to see how well you have absorbed the ideas 
presented though this course.  The exercises are:   
1. Crossword – for comprehension and reinforcement of the material 
2. Case Study – for application of the material in this course 
3. Self-Assessment Tool – to help you to determine how well you think you are 

currently handling change in the real world. 
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Change Crossword 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Across 
1 A _____ is a list of all change requests and relevant data shown for each (three 

words). 
5 When reviewing a request, The DCPM should go back to the ______ and/or 

originator if there is lack clarity, completeness, and proper approvals. 
7 A project manager should always attempt to ______ change before it is asked 

for. 
11 The ________ of a change may need to receive his or her management's 

approval to authorize its analysis by the project team. 
12 Project management is _____ management. 
15 It may be important to _____ a project and declare all non-critical changes 

submitted afterwards to be collected for inclusion in a follow-up, add-on project. 
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18 The ______ process is the first step of the change process. 
19 A____________ is composed of key stakeholders and is useful in approving 

changes that are controversial or those that are not supported by groups 
adversely impacted. 

20 The impact of change must be considered from two perspectives, the project and 
the ________. 

21 One way for a project manager to better manage change with the client to pro-
actively ____ for it. 

22 Keep the process _______.  Change control should not be viewed as a black box 
to the peripheral user who submits change and then waits an unknown amount of 
time to receive a decision. 

23 The formal review of a received change request is known as the ____ process.  
Down 
 
1 Whether or not a decision is approved, it needs to be tracked and ___________. 
2 A change control tool should be an organizing, documenting, and communicating 

tool---not a lot of _________(two words). 
3 Approved changes generally require updates to the ________ project documents 

as well as risk register and other testing or training plans. 
4 ____________ contracts are the easiest to manage for change (three words). 
6 The change control process should be introduced to stakeholders ______ to its 

first use. 
8 A project manager's job is to explain the benefits of the change control process to 

the business and get their _____-___ (two words). 
9 Integrating changes into project documentation is a component of __________ 

management. 
10 It is important for the project manager to document not just what but also ____ a 

change request has been approved or rejected. 
13 Staffing level changes or _______ changes are a valid project change which 

needs analysis. 
14 Internal business ______ may affect how project change is handled.  It is 

important that two different, internal groups are not allowed to play the project 
manager off each other.  

16 The impacts of a change should always be compared to the _______ the change 
will produce for the business. 

17 Do not use a change request to _____ existing project slippage which has not yet 
been communicated to the BPM or project stakeholders. 
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Case Study on Change 
 
ACME Widget, Inc. 
 
ACME Widget has been a leader in Widget manufacturing since 1936.  While they are 
still viewed as providing a very high quality widget, their business profitability has been 
suffering in the last few years.  The corporation has a number of projects in progress to 
update and link their information systems and financial systems in an effort to both get a 
better hold on what is happening and to streamline their systems. 
 
They have chosen to use an outside packaged Enterprise Management System, EMS 
level 72.0, to tie these all together.  (They assume there will be a minor upgrade release 
73.0 available 6 months into the project.)  They have engaged an outside IT services 
firm, Services-N-Stuff, to install the new software, and coordinate the interfaces to the 
various internal systems that will share information with the EMS software. 
 
The initial project included two new servers to host the software and databases, an 
upgraded communications network to share the data, a customized web application for a 
user interface to the EMS system, and custom interfaces between EMS and the existing 
Payroll, Accounting, Time Entry, and Manufacturing systems.  The project was scheduled 
for a 15-month duration with the last three months being various levels of testing and 
pilots. 
 
The Services-N-Stuff standard contract includes language about change control.  The 
contract was a fixed price bid after requirements definition.  The requirements definition 
was created and approved by both parties as reflecting the pertinent details of the 
existing systems as well as expectations for the new system. 
 
Before the project initiation and after project commencement, Bill Devoman, the Services-
N-Stuff Project Manager, conducted discussions with John Encharge, the ACME project 
manager, and key stakeholders to get feedback and buy-in on the change process.   
 
Six Months into the Project… 
Officially, the project is still on schedule.  The Services-N-Stuff team is actually two 
weeks behind, but they hope to make that up by working some overtime.  ACME has just 
replaced their IT manager, who just retired.  Sam Techie, the new IT manager, has 
requested the Services-N-Stuff team to participate in a week-long session to bring him 
up-to-speed on the project and to do a review of all facets of the project.   He has asked 
the other internal groups to also attend for the same purpose.  All groups have been 
asked to prepare a high level written agenda, including their project perspective and all 
major issues/risks.  These are to be distributed to all attendees before the meeting. 
 
In preparing for the meeting, Bill Devoman reviews what he sees from the other 
organizations.  He notices a few things that were unexpected - the accounting system 
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appears to have been upgraded to a higher platform level than when the project started, 
and the payroll system is being replaced completely, as the old one cannot comply with 
the new regulations regarding tracking visas for non-US citizens.  The accounting team 
documented in their report that they would be a month behind schedule making changes 
to the Accounting system, required in order to interface with the EMS system.   
 
Bill realized during his review of the other reports that Services-N-Stuff had missed a 
piece on their end.  The Services-N-Stuff analysis had been faulty about what was 
needed to build the interface to the Manufacturing system and that the effort would be 
much larger than expected.   
 
During the meeting, Sam Techie announced that he plans to implement a new system 
testing methodology.  It is also revealed that rather than an upgrade release, EMS 73.0, 
there is a major new release of EMS, level 80.0 due out in a month that has a completely 
new user interface.  Bill announces to the ACME team that Phil Knowzitall, his lead 
designer, has left Services-N-Stuff for a position elsewhere and he will be replaced with 
Doug Secondtier.  Sam asked the ACME team why the Order Entry system was not 
being interfaced into the new EMS system. 
 
At the end of the week, all participants realized that a number of new items and fresh 
questions were raised, and were grappling with how to deal with them.  Bill mentioned to 
Sam, and reminded John, that there was a change control board meeting scheduled for 
the end of the next week.  “Wouldn’t that be a good forum to discuss many of these 
issues?”  Sam asked all parties to start to look at all the issues and reassemble in a week 
for an expanded change control meeting.  Bill suggested that rather than the usual 
process of only discussing the changes that had been through the initial phases of 
change control, up through the analysis stage, they discuss any changes that they could 
capture on a change request, regardless of its analysis status, so they could get a handle 
on how many items there were. 
 
What changes should Bill bring to John’s attention and/or anticipate to receive from 
John?  For each change, note if it is a new feature, a change or correction, or a deleted 
feature.  Also note whether you believe it may affect effort and cost from the Services-N-
Stuff perspective, price from the client perspective, and whether it may affect the 
schedule, risks, interdependencies and resources.  You may use the log on the following 
page to record them.  You may also record below the log any comments on ways to 
approach the item, and any politics involved.
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 Case Study Log 
 
 

Short Description of Change New Feature, Change/Correction or Deleted Feature 
Change Effort/Services-N-Stuff Cost? 

Change Price to ACME? Change to Schedule? Change to Risk? Change to Independencies? 
Change to Resources? 
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 Case Study Log (continued) 
 

Short Description of Change New Feature, Change/Correction or Deleted Feature 

Change Effort/Services-N-Stuff Cost? 
Change Price to ACME? Change to Schedule? Change to Risk? Change to Independencies? Change to Resources? 
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Case Study Comments 
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Self Assessment – “How Well am I Mastering Project 
Change?” 
 

For each section, check all that are consistently applied in your project initiative. 
PROCESS AND PROCEDURE 
Documentation 

 Change requests from the Originator are consistently documented and signed. 
 Change requests from the Originator have their management’s approval for analysis. 
 Changes are appropriately being submitted to the Originator’s Project (change) Manager 

from the Originator. 
 All changes not approved to be submitted for analysis are maintained in the project 

record. 
Analysis 

 Requests are effectively being provided to the Business Unit Project (Change) Manager 
for review by the Originator’s group Project (Change) Manager. 

 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager reviews all concerns with the Originator 
prior to submitting the request to the Development Project (Change) Manager. 

 
The Development Project (Change) Manager consistently reviews all concerns with the 
Business Unit Project (Change) Manager before submitting the request to the 
Development Team for impact analysis. 

 The Development Project (Change) Manager ensures that other impacted organizations 
are also asked to review the request for impact analysis. 

 
The Development Project (Change) Manager consistently reviews all impact analyses 
across multiple teams for consistency before submitting to Business Unit Project 
(Change) Manager. 

 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager consistently consolidates requests for both 
external inputs as well as internal group inputs. 

Approval 
 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager consistently circulates change impact 

analysis to end user and other appropriate stakeholders for their review. 
 

The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager effectively reviews comments of end users 
and other stakeholders before determining whether to approve to reject and providing 
this recommendation to management and/or the change control board. 

 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager consistently updates his or her risk 
register to reflect the consequences of his or her recommendations. 

 Management and/or change control board’s final decisions are documented 
appropriately. 
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Self Assessment – How Well am I Managing Change? 
(continued) 
 

Tracking and Communication 
 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager consistently notifies all parties of a request’s 

final approval or rejection – including why the change was approved/rejected. 
 If rejected, the Business Unit Project (Change) Manager ensures the request is recorded to 

project record. 
 If approved, the Business Unit Project (Change) Manager ensures the request is tracked 

within the change tracking system. 
 If approved, the Business Unit Project (Change) Manager ensures that product 

documentation as well as baseline project documentation is updated. 
 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager ensures the change is implemented. 
 The Business Unit Project (Change) Manager ensures the change is accepted. 

PEOPLE AND POLITICS 
Gaining Agreement on the Process 

 The Project Manager consistently discusses the benefits of the change process to the 
business. 

 The Project Manager ensures that change process is introduced prior to its first use. 

 The Project Manager consistently discusses the benefits of the change process to 
stakeholders on the delivery side of the project. 

 The Project Manager asks for feedback from the business about how the process might be 
improved. 

Implementing the Process 
 The Project Manager consistently asks the business for changes that they may be 

considering. 
 The Project Manager effectively anticipates changes within the project before being asked. 
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Suggested Answer Key 
Chapter 1 – Course Overview 
Review Questions 

1. Define project change.  Project change is defined as anything that was not in 
the original scope, requirements, schedule, and/or cost estimates of a project.  It 
involves updating and maintaining the integrity of the project baseline 
documents, and the resulting changes to quality, risk, cost, schedules, 
interdependencies and staffing. 

2. Name 4 categories of project change. 
o New requirements 
o Deleted requirements 
o Schedule changes including such items as personnel changes or 

interdependencies  
o Corporate changes that affect the goals of this project or the strategy for 

all projects. 
3. Name at least 6 areas that can be affected by project change. 

o Cost/price/contracts 
o Schedule/staffing 
o Requirements documents/contracts 
o Documentation/training 
o Risk management plan 
o Quality management plan 
o Interdependencies with other organizations both upstream and 

downstream. 
4. Name some of the possible effects of bad project change management.  

o Not recognizing the need for a change, which can result in delivering a 
project that does not satisfy the business unit. 

o Undocumented changes, which can result in the deliverables being out 
of sync with the expectations of other organizations. 

o Not estimating the impact of changes, which can put you off schedule or 
over budget. 
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o Not getting the proper management approvals for changes, which can 
result in changes that upper management does not agree with. 

o Not getting end user approvals of changes affecting functionality, which 
can make the project deliverables less usable.   

o Discouraging change, which can result in a deliverable which meets 
written project specs, but has not adapted to outside changes that have 
happened since project start-up. 

5. How can improper change management reflect poorly on a project 
manager?  Not practicing proper change management will reflect poorly on a 
project manager, who will be thought to be hiding something.  A lack of trust can 
develop.   

6. Who can initiate a change request?  Project change requests can be initiated 
by anybody, on any team, but should go through a defined approval cycle to 
make sure it is properly evaluated by all involved parties. 

7. Why is change an expected and necessary component of project success?  
No project is fully, properly and completely defined up front and no project is 
unaffected during its lifetime by outside forces.  Therefore, change is, and as we 
will discuss, should be a part of every project. 

8. What is meant by the statement that a project manager has an obligation to 
deliver a true solution?  Project managers that focus narrowly on the written 
words in the project charter, contract or requirements documents, and never look 
outside them for the greater change they represent, may deliver a solution that 
contractually meets the requirements but may not meet the true needs of the 
organization.  If this happens, the client will not be happy and the project may still 
be declared a failure.  A successful project manager will deliver a solution that 
both meets the requirements as well as being fit for use. 

9. How can you best protect the project from a lack of well defined 
requirements upfront?  Requirements should be specific and measurable.  
Requirements lists or detailed work breakdown structures are better than 
paragraph form.  You should list constraints and limits, as well as all measurable 
goals.  You should create a specific list of NCRs to be defined once the project is 
underway, and have a procedure in place to handle those “defined” NCRs and 
other changes that are uncovered along the way.   

10. What is a Non-Clarified Requirement?  A Non-Clarified Requirement is a 
requirement or component of a requirement that does not presently need to be 
defined at a granular level of detail for the project to successfully proceed.   
NCRs are non-critical, non-material qualities or characteristics that can be 
defined at a later time with minimal risk to the project’s triple constraints.  
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Chapter 2 – Change Management Process Development – 
Change Control System 
Review Questions  

1. What are the 4 basic processes involved in change control? Briefly define 
each.  The documentation process, the analysis process, the approval process, 
and the tracking and communication process.   The initial documentation process 
is the first step where the basic change is initially verbalized.  The analysis 
process ascertains whether it is worth pursuing the change.  The approval 
process circulates the consolidated change impact analysis to the end user and 
any other internal organizations for feedback and approval, and the 
communication process notifies all parties of the final decision. 

2. What information should be included on a basic change request form?  The 
change request form should be assigned a unique identifier, a description of the 
change, a reason for the change, and an explanation of any benefits to be 
received from the change. It should be noted whether this is viewed as a new 
change in scope/requirements or a clarification/correction/deletion to existing 
requirements.  There should be dated signature areas for the originator and the 
approvers.  It should also contain an area for documenting a summary of the 
analysis and an area to document the reason(s) for the request being approved 
or not approved. 

3. Who should review all changes submitted by the business unit’s team 
before it is presented to the VPCM? The BPCM. 

4. Should a change request still be moved forward in analysis if the BPCM 
and the originator do not agree on the change request? Yes. 

5. Should changes not put through the system stay in the project record as 
not being approved for analysis? Yes. 

6. Who should analyze the impact of a change?  All groups that are affected 
should analyze the impact on development task efforts, schedule, costs, 
performance, risks, usability and interdependencies.   

7. In Analysis, whose responsibility is it to consolidate all external inputs 
along with internal group inputs to get an overall picture of the impacts of a 
change? The BPCM. 

8. When should you use a change control board?  A change control board 
should be used if:  

o its existence and frequency of meeting are built into the project 
charter and/or it is required by the established best practices of your 
organization for a project of your size. 

o the change is very strategic, controversial, or will completely change 
the essence of the current project.  This includes changes that may 
dramatically change the risk profiles and risk matrices of a project.   
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o you need higher management approvals for budget or schedule 
changes and/or there may be impacts to other interdependent or 
downstream groups. 

9. What should you do if the VPM and BPM cannot agree on how to handle a 
change request?  The analysis should be done and it should be escalated to the 
change control board for a decision.   If there is no change control board, then it 
should go to the next levels of management or you should utilize the project 
issue escalation process that was hopefully defined upfront.  The VPM and BPM 
should each state their case for or against the change and make sure the other 
stakeholders’ views, especially the end users, are represented as well. 

10. What are the basic fields you would want to track on your Change Request 
Log?  At a minimum, you need the Request ID, Origination Date, a Short 
Description, its Status, and an area for Comments.  Optionally, you can add more 
status data to state the phase of all open items (Origination, Analysis, Awaiting 
Decision), the pertinent dates of each step (with estimated date for completion of 
the next step), the originators name, the name of the person currently 
responsible for its next step, and the impacts of each change.   

11. What do you do if the approved change is for a future deliverable?  If the 
change is in a future deliverable, then your job in change control is done once all 
the pertinent baseline and planning documents have been updated to reflect the 
approved change, and those updates have been properly distributed.  It is now 
tracked as part of the ongoing project, not as a part of change control. 

12. What do you do if the approved change is for an existing deliverable?  If the 
change is to an existing deliverable, then the VPCM should continue to track this 
change until it is implemented and accepted. 

13. Name some ways to handle the time and cost involved with Change 
Management. 

o Include the effort involved in analyzing and handling the change 
request in the estimates submitted for approval 

o For large projects, build in budgeted people or hours to handle 
change control.   

o For very large individual changes, there may be a pre-step of 
estimating and getting approval of the effort to just analyze the 
change.   

o Projects should always have time built in for project management, 
which should include the basic time needed to manage the change 
process.   

o Proper project scheduling does not assume 100% utilization of 
resources during the project duration.  A good project plan should 
leave enough time for other tasks, including change request 
analysis. 

o The VPCM should disburse change request analysis requests evenly 
across resources, or based on their current availability, rather than 
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play favorites.  If it is decided that there is a “lead” technical 
specialist that should be involved in all change requests, then as part 
of their scheduling, they should have a lower scheduled utilization for 
specific assigned project tasks. 

Chapter 3 – Getting Agreement to the Change Management 
Process 
Review Questions 

1. Name four reasons executives use for not wanting to be actively involved 
in change control.  Busy schedules, a dislike of “wasteful meetings and 
bureaucracy”, a fear that change control just means requests for more money, 
and, a tendency for change control documentation to be too technically focused 
without giving the higher picture. 

2. Name some of the benefits of a change control system to the business. 
o Once completed, a written change request serves as one of the best 

means of consistent communication (and the official one) to all parties 
involved regarding that change.   

o It will prevent the project from veering off track by well meaning changes 
that may not meet the executives' “big picture” goals.   

o Virtually all projects face changes from internal and external forces, and 
a process to handle them is the best way to insure a successful 
navigation of these events. 

o While sometimes it means requesting more money, or more time to do 
the project, occasionally a change could simplify a project and/or lower 
costs.   

o A formal change control system ultimately protects the initial investment 
in time and money.   

o Formal change control forces the team to address the areas of risk, 
usability, training, and interdependencies which are often overlooked 
when the change is “just slapped in to avoid the red tape”. 

o It encourages well thought out changes, ultimately keeping the final 
deliverables fit-for-use. 

3. What sort of feedback should you get from the business regarding the 
change control process?  The feedback may be to slightly change the process 
to fit into or more closely emulate another process they already are familiar with; 
or, it may be to incorporate other information that the business may feel is useful 
to the process for their purposes.  Two additional important aspects to get 
feedback and agreement on, beyond the basic processes, are the issues of 
approval levels and the use of a change control board.  It should be agreed in 
writing what the approvals chain of control is.   
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4. Why is it important to listen to input regarding the change control process?  
It is important the project manager understand where the process may be too 
cumbersome to effectively implement. 

5. What four elements should be agreed to in writing regarding approval 
chain of control?  Can the business unit project manager (BPM) approve all 
change requests on behalf of the business unit, or do some need a higher level 
of approval, can anybody submit change requests, or must they all be authorized 
for analysis by a certain level of staff, will there be a formal change control board 
used, and if so, who will be its members and how often will it meet?  What level 
of changes will require board involvement, and if there is no formal change 
control board, is there a project issue escalation process defined to use for any 
change control issues that cannot be resolved between the two primary project 
managers - the BPM and VPM? 

6. When should change control be introduced to stakeholders?  It is important 
that all parties be introduced to the concept of change management as well as 
the process as early in the process as possible.  To do it as a reaction to the first 
change identified will be too late and may create bad feelings if there is a price 
tag or controversy attached to that change. 

7. When does formal change management begin?  Formal change management 
starts the minute those baselines are agreed to.   

8. Should defined unknowns in the baseline document be agreed as subject 
to future change control?  It is perfectly acceptable to list these items in the 
baseline documents as undefined and subject to future change control.   

9. Discuss some ways to incorporate change control into the very early 
stages of the project.  The business should be introduced to the concept of 
change management from the pre-contract phase.  Most contracts will address 
change management at a high level.  In addition to that, you should insert a 
change management section into the requirements document and any other 
pertinent baseline documents.  For larger projects, there is often a Project 
Charter, or Project Management Plan, which details how the project will be 
managed in all aspects, including overseeing boards, escalation procedures, and 
change management procedures.  If there is such a document, then this would 
be the ideal place to specify a detail plan for change management - including the 
process and procedures, and any forms to be used.   If there is not such a 
document, you can insert the appropriate detail into the requirements document 
or create a unique Change Management Plan. 

10. Discuss how the three contract types affect change control.   
o Time and Materials Contracts: The project is estimated at the beginning 

and can be re-estimated at pivotal points during the project, such as after 
the requirements definition, after detail designs are complete, etc.  
Change management is used to record functional changes, to get 
approval for change, and to forecast changes from initial estimates for 
the project.   

o Fixed-price after Requirements Definition Contracts:  You are able to 
create a requirements definition document prior to your fixed-price 
project contract. You will know a lot more prior to creating the fixed-price 
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contract than in the last scenario.  It is very important to list all NCRs and 
all items that were discussed as not a part of this project contract.  This 
will protect you later on during change control.  If the requirements 
definition document is a good one, it serves as a good basis for all 
parties to agree that something is, or is not, a change from what was 
expected in the project.  There should be little argument over whether a 
change is a change; the discussions may be more about whether or not 
the estimates/cost submitted with the change are fair. 

o Fixed-price before Requirements Definition:  In the document which 
details the project scope, you still need to be very specific although you 
may not have access to all the information yet.  If it is part of a 
competitive bid process where there are multiple vendors responding to 
a request for a bid, there may be limited or very controlled access to the 
project stakeholders and/or end users.  As with the above two scenarios, 
it is very important to list all NCRs and all items that were discussed 
which are not a part of this project bid.  Unfortunately, you may not have 
been able to get deep enough to really know what “gray areas” there are, 
and what holes are in the documentation created by the business that 
you are using as a basis for your bid.  The list of not included items and 
“gray areas” should be longer than in the other scenarios, and you 
should include a list of assumptions.  Include as much language as 
possible to support the basis of your bid.  These will hopefully protect 
you later with change control.   

11. Why does the delivery team often fail to receive information regarding how 
project change will be managed?  Project managers often focus more on the 
business unit and forget that it is an equally essential task to also speak to the 
delivery team about change control. 

12. Why would the VPM need to get buy-in on the change control process from the 
development team?   

o First, the delivery team can sometimes feel that change management is 
meant more for the business (to be a gate on changes to the system) 
and shouldn’t apply to small changes they decide are needed or to small 
improvements they think are win/win situations.  For reasons of 
documentation, communication and “big picture” oversight, changes 
discovered by, or recommended by, the delivery team should also go 
through the change management process. 

o A second buy-in you will need from the delivery team is to promptly and 
accurately analyze the change requests that are approved for analysis.   

o A third item for the delivery team buy-in is to request help up front in the 
pre-contract stage to help document the “fence posts” around the project.  
The delivery team can be very important helping you document the 
assumptions, NCRs and items not included - making later change control 
easier.   
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Chapter 4 – Consistently Implementing a Change 
Management Process 
Review Questions 

1. Discuss the concept of “asking for change”.  Asking for change provides the 
opportunity for the project manager to always bring out the change control 
process to emphasize to the client that changes must be managed.  This 
communication will often assist the client in managing the quantity of change that 
they ask for themselves.  Because business changes over time, it is the 
responsibility of the project manager to be open to considering change because 
the business must do so to stay competitive.  You should ask at all project 
meetings if there is any change.  Periodically review the assumptions, NCRs and 
excluded items in the baseline documents.  Pay attention to external factors.  Are 
there any ideas that have popped up regarding the project, based on recent 
project activity – items nobody thought of at project inception?   Review each of 
these with the business and seek concurrence on any changes needed or that no 
changes are needed.  Encourage the business to do the same.  Stress that you 
want the project to not only meet contractual obligations but you want it to be fit 
for use at the time of completion.   

2. Why is asking for change a critical component of solution success?  The 
project manager needs to keep in mind the need for providing a solution that will 
have ‘fitness for use’ as well as ‘conformance to specifications’.  Because 
business changes over time, it is the responsibility of the project manager to be 
open to considering change because the business must do so to stay 
competitive.   

3. What should always be asked at project meetings?  You should ask at all 
project meetings if there is any change that will create a better business solution 
for the client.  Do this at the “internal” delivery team meetings as well as project 
meetings with the business.   

4. Why is it important to pay attention to external factors?  These factors can 
impact a business’ true solution.  It is important to pay attention to the following 
questions:  Have there been any corporate changes announced that may impact 
the project?  Are there any governmental changes or emerging industry trends 
that will affect the project from the business side?  Are there any changes in 
trends or laws affecting the delivery side?  Are there any ideas that have popped 
up regarding the project, based on recent project activity – items nobody thought 
of at project inception?   Review each of these with the business and seek 
concurrence on whether or not any changes are needed.  Encourage the 
business to do the same.  Stress that you want the project to not only meet 
contractual obligations but you want it to be fit for use at the time of completion.   

5. What should the project manager always remember related to the cost 
justification of change?  Remember that the client determines whether or not 
each change is cost justified; suggesting change is not bad.  If it’s not cost 
justifiable, or appropriate, it will not be approved. This may help keep the change 
discussion positive as all approved changes will provide benefits that outweigh 
cost or time impacts.   
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6. What should be considered related to change management when creating 
project schedules and other components of the project plan?  When 
creating project schedules, time should be allocated to appropriate individuals, 
especially lead technical staff, for change management tasks such as analyzing 
change requests. 

7. What are some areas where you should anticipate change? 
o Governmental changes affecting the business you are helping. 
o Corporate changes on the business or delivery sides that affect the 

project in some way.  
o Emerging trends on the business or delivery side which may affect 

longer term usefulness of the project deliverables. 
o Documented NCRs being cleared up. 
o Errors or inconsistencies in the baseline documents discovered as 

you delved deeper into the project. 
o New changes sparked by day-to-day interactions with the business.  

Possibly unrelated discussions will uncover changes in this project 
that could be of benefit. 

8. What are the 5 areas to be reviewed with regards to the project impacts of a 
change?  Discuss each briefly. 

o Effort – What is the net effort needed to address this change?  
Include all project phases, including analysis, testing, training, 
documentation and specific management of the change, if 
appropriate.  

o Schedule/Resources – What is the net effect on the schedule/project 
timelines?  Will this change require different or additional resources 
for the project or can existing resources handle it with just a schedule 
re-plan? 

o Interdependencies – Will the features of this change or the new 
project timeline affect any interdependencies?  This would include 
any interface files or documentation needed by others to develop 
other modules of software/hardware, or needed for planning of 
training, testing or user documentation. 

o Performance/Usability – What will this change do to performance?  
What will it do to the user interface? 

o Risk – How will this change affect project risks?  Make sure to 
assess both existing risks on your risk register, as well as new risks 
caused by this change. 
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9. What are the 5 areas to be reviewed with regards to the business impacts of a 
change?  Discuss each briefly. 

o Profitability – Will this change affect the profitability of the 
project/user department and/or overall business? 

o Business Risk – Will this change affect any overall business risks?  
Will this change affect other concurrent projects going on in the 
business?  Will the change affect future projects in the pipeline? 

o Requirements (both conformance to specifications and fitness for 
use) – Does this change any of the baseline goals of the project? 

o Political Pressures – How does it affect any long range corporate 
goals?  Does this affect/comply with all corporate guidelines? 

o Timing – Should this change be a part of this project or should it be 
deferred to an add-on project or future release? 

10. Why is it important to document and communicate the reason a change was 
approved or not approved?  The communication of the ‘why’ allows stakeholders to 
have context for understanding what is being added or removed.  It is important, 
especially when the reasons are not obvious or the purpose of the change is 
tangential to the actual project goals.  An explanation of how a change fits into or 
doesn’t fit into overall project goals allows for more understanding and less confusion 
for stakeholders and project team members, and may help you guide future change 
control on this project.     

Chapter 5 – Lessons Learned on Change 
Review Questions 
1. Sum up the lessons learned insights on the change control process. 

o Use the KISS principle: Keep it simple, and easy to use.   
o Don’t require mandatory input of a lot of information that may not be 

applicable, and may be difficult to find for some initiators.   
o Make the entire process emotionally neutral.   
o Keep the process transparent.   
o Keep the words used on the forms emotionally neutral.   
o Schedule change is a project change.   
o Staffing level changes or resource changes are a valid project 

change which needs analysis.   
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o Do not use a new change request to hide existing project slippage 
which has not yet been communicated to the BPM or project 
stakeholders.   

2. Discuss why schedule change and staffing changes are project change. 
o Schedule change can affect resource plans and interdependencies.  

A delay of a deliverable needed as input can cost the project money 
since the resources waiting will probably not be re-assigned; they will 
try to work around the schedule change and probably use more effort 
than if the deliverable were on time.  

o Staffing level changes or resource changes are valid project changes 
which needs analysis.  If you change the number of people working 
on a project, the level of their expertise, or have high turnover, you 
will most likely have both a cost and schedule impact and possibly a 
risk or quality impact.  High turnover can cost you as every time 
there is a new team member, even of the same caliber of the 
departing person, there is a transition time to get the new player up 
to speed on the specifics of the project and to provide any project 
specific training. 

3. Discuss some lessons learned presented with regards to dealing with the 
people in the business unit. 

o Having buy-in of the BPM and key business stakeholders is critical.  
If they do not buy into the process, it will be a painful one.  

o Know whether the business entity that will receive the deliverables is 
funding the project, or if the funding comes from a higher level.  It is 
important to know “who pays the bills”.   

o You may also need to learn the politics and policies that affect the 
way the various internal business groups react.  Especially for larger 
projects, internal business politics may affect how project change is 
handled.    
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Change Crossword Answer 
 

1C H A N G E R E Q U E S T L O G
O
M 2R
M E
U D 3B
N T A 4T 5B 6P C M

7A N T I C I P A T E 8B S I R
C P U E M I

9C A E Y L E O
10W O T 11O R I G I N A T O R

12C H A N G E N N N
Y F D 13R E D 14P

I 15F R E E Z E M O 16B
G 17H S A L E
U I 18D O C U M E N T A T I O N
R D U E T E

19C H A N G E C O N T R O L B O A R D I F
T C I C I
I 20B U S I N E S S A S T
O L 21A S K

22T R A N S P A R E N T 23A N A L Y S I S   
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Case Study Answer 
 

 Short Description of Change 
New Feature, Change/Correction or Deleted Feature 

Change Effort/Services-N-Stuff Cost? Change Price to ACME? Change to Schedule? Change to Risk? Change to Independencies? Change to Resources? 

1 
Services-N-
Stuff is two 

weeks behind 
n/a 

No data provided to know if there was 
an error in the 

estimate, or if this 
is just a schedule 

issue 

No 

Possibly – 
depends on whether this is 

critical path in 
new schedule 
and if it can 

really be made 
up with overtime. 

Possibly – if on 
critical path 

Possibly – needs to be 
analyzed to see 

if it affects 
deliverables to 
other groups 

Possibly 

2 
Weeklong 
session to 

review project 
for Sam Techie 

New request 
– over and 

above 
standard 
project 

meetings and reports 
scheduled 

Yes – will require 
time extra time to 

prepare and attend 
weeklong session 

Possibly – not 
in contracted 

meeting 
schedule 

Yes – effort 
spent on this 

will delay other 
tasks. 

No – may 
possibly reduce 

future risks 

Possibly, if 
meeting prep 

and attendance 
affects any 
scheduled deliverables to 

other groups 

Possibly – may shift 
some work around to 

other resources to 
lessen schedule impact 

3 
Accounting 

system platform 
upgrade 

Change 
Possibly – analysis 
needed to see if it affects 
features/interfaces 

Yes, if 
additional Services-N-
Stuff effort 
identified 

Possibly, if 
additional Services-N-
Stuff effort 
identified 

Unknown – needs analysis Possibly – need analysis. 

Possibly – may shift 
some work around to 

other resources to 
lessen schedule impact, or if new 

platform involves skill 
sets not possessed 
by current resource 

assigned 
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Case Study Answer (continued)  
 Short Description of Change 

New Feature, Change/Correction or Deleted Feature 
Change Effort/Services-N-Stuff Cost? Change Price to ACME? Change to Schedule? Change to Risk? Change to Independencies? Change to Resources? 

4 Payroll system has been 
replaced 

change 
Most likely – 

analysis needed to see if it affects 
features/interfaces 

Yes, if 
additional Services-N-
Stuff effort 
identified 

Possibly, if 
additional Services-N-
Stuff effort 
identified 

Unknown – needs analysis Possibly – need analysis 

Possibly – may shift 
some work around to 

other resources to 
lessen schedule impact, or if new 

platform involves skill 
sets not possessed 
by current resource 

assigned 

5 

Time Entry team one-
month delay 

creating 
interface 
changes 

Change 

No – unless schedule change 
causes 

unproductive slack 
time on Services-N-

Stuff team 

Possibly, if 
there is unproductive 

slack time 
identified for 
Services-N-
Staff team 

Possibly – depends on 
whether this is 
critical path in 
new schedule 

Possibly – if on 
critical path 

Possibly – 
need analysis 

Possibly – may shift some work around 
between resources to 

lessen schedule 
impact 

6 
Manufacturing 

system 
interface 

estimate errors 
Correction 

Yes, but on fixed 
bid after RD, cost 
cannot be passed 

on to ACME 
No 

Possibly – 
depends on 

whether this is 
critical path in 
new schedule 

Possibly – depends on 
whether this is 
critical path in 

new schedule, or 
additional effort 

not identified before adds a 
previously 

unidentified risk 

Possibly – 
need analysis 

Possibly – may shift some work around to 
other resources to 
lessen schedule 
impact, or if new 
effort identified 

involves skill sets not possessed by current 
resource assigned 
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Case Study Answer (continued) 
 

 Short Description of Change 
New Feature, Change/Correction or Deleted Feature 

Change Effort/Services-N-Stuff Cost? Change Price to ACME? Change to Schedule? Change to Risk? Change to Independencies? Change to Resources? 

7 New System Test 
Methodology 

Change from Testing 
agreed in 
contract 

Possibly – depends 
on if it impacts Services-N-Stuff 

effort, or schedule, 
or just Acme 
Resources 

Possibly – 
needs analysis 

Possibly – 
needs analysis 

Possibly – needs 
analysis 

Possibly – 
needs analysis 

Possibly – needs 
analysis 

8 EMS 80.0 
release Change 

Yes – needs 
analysis to see if 
new interface is only new effort, or if 
other additional 
effort is required 

that was not 
planned for. 

Yes Possibly – 
needs analysis 

Possibly – needs 
analysis 

Possibly – 
needs analysis 

Possibly – needs 
analysis 

9 
Lead Services-

N-Stuff designer left 
project 

Change 

Possibly – needs 
analysis of any 

transition time and any difference in 
productivity of new 

resource 

No Possibly – needs analysis Possibly – needs analysis Possibly – needs analysis 

Yes.  New resource 
identified.  Other 

resources may shift to better balance 
work and/or skill sets, 

and help schedule 
impact. 

10 
Add Order 

Entry system 
interface to 

project 
New Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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 Case Study Answer (continued) 
 Comments on ways to approach an item, and/or any “politics” involved: 
 
1. It will be difficult to charge for any schedule delays caused by ACME, as Services-N-Stuff is also causing schedule delays.   
2. Passing on additional costs caused by upgrade to EMS 80.0 may be affected by who recommended the EMS software package.  If 

ACME chose it, then they will need to pay any additional costs for the upgrade.  If EMS was strongly recommended by Services-N-
Stuff, then it may be viewed by ACME as part of the fixed bid package.  The expected upgrade to a newer release was planned and 
included, and ACME may feel Services-N-Stuff needs to absorb the extra work caused by their recommended vendor’s changes to the 
planned next release. 

3. Change requests are easier to handle as single entities.  Once you put multiple change requests in play at the same time, they start to 
be interrelated, and tougher to assign cost/effort/schedule change/etc. to a single request.  When all of them are clearly new requests, 
or changes caused by the client, the distinction may not be important to Services-N-Stuff, but may still be important internally to 
ACME, especially if there is internal politics.  When the array of concurrent change requests cross over between ACME and Services-
N-Stuff changes, the waters get muddied, and everyone gets a little dirty.  There will need to be honest discussions, and compromise 
on both sides to agree a way forward, and a cost/impact sharing plan.  This is a case where if any of these were raised earlier, and 
separately, the current situation would be easier.  Once they are identified, however, they need to all be handled now, except for the 
new interface for Order entry, if is decided to be deferred for the future.  While the politics are tougher, it may be easier to “replan” the 
project all at once for the impacts of all these changes, rather than having to make up to 11 separate project plan changes.   
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Appendix A 
Change Control Process Graphic 
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Appendix B 
 

Project Change Request Form 
General Information for <Project Name> 
Originator:            Date of Origination:            
Originator Phone:            
Originator Department:            
Request ID:            
Change Description 
This is a: 

 New feature 
 Clarification/correction to existing feature    
 Feature deletion 

Reason for Change 
           
Date Approved for Analysis 
           
Results of Analysis 
Date of Analysis Completion:            
Net New Effort/Cost:            
Net Effect on Schedule:            
Effect on Risk/Performance:            
Interdependencies Affected:            
Effect on Resources:            
General Comments (attach any detailed documents to this form): 
 
           
 
Approvals 
Main Reason for Approval:            
 

Approved? 
Y / N 

Development 
Project Manager 
Approval and Date: 

           Business Unit Manager 
Approval and Date: 

           

Tracking of Approved Changes 
All pertinent baseline and planning documents updated: Y / N 

 
Date:                 

If a change of an existing deliverable – change completed and accepted – date:             
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Appendix C 
Project Change Request Log 

Change Log for <Project Name> 
Request 

ID 
Origination 

Date 
Short Description of 

Change 
Open, Approved or 

Disapproved 
Status Comments Baseline Docs 

Updated? 
Change Implemented 

& Accepted? 
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Below are examples of the types of questions you can expect from the course’s 
online assessment. Please answer the following questions and then check your 
answers with the answer key that follows. 
 

1. Who can initiate a change request? 
 Any of the upper tier stakeholders 
 Any stakeholder on the team 
 The client 
 The project manager 

2. A non-clarified requirement is – 
 An item that is forgotten within the requirements documentation 
 A feature requested by the client after baseline 
 A requirement or component of a requirement that does not 

presently need to be defined at a granular level of detail for the 
project to proceed. 

 A requirement of component of a requirement that has not been 
documented in the project plan 

3. Not effectively estimating the impact of changes can – 
 Put a project over schedule 
 Increase the needed budget 
 Result in unhappy clients 
 All of the above 

4. Which of the processes circulate the consolidated change impact analysis 
to the end user and other internal organizations for feedback? 
 Approval process 
 Documentation process 
 Analysis process 
 Tracking and communication process 
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5. Who should review all changes submitted by the business unit's team 
before it is presented to the VPCM? 
 The project sponsor 
 The end users 
 The BPCM 
 The originator 

6. A change control board should be used if – 
 Is required by the best practices of an organization and it is built 

into the project charter 
 The change is very strategic, controversial, or will completely 

change the essence of the project. 
 Higher management approvals are needed for budget and/or 

schedule changes due to impacts to other interdependent or 
downstream groups. 

 All of the above. 
7. In this type of contract, there should be little argument over whether a 

change is a change; the discussions may be more about whether or not 
the estimates/cost submitted with the change are fair. 
 Time and Materials contracts 
 Fixed-price after Requirements Definition contracts 
 Fixed-price after Requirements Definition contracts 
 None of the above 

8. When should the change control process be introduced to stakeholders? 
 After baseline 
 At the first change request 
 Prior to the baseline 
 None of the above 

9. When does formal change management begin in a project? 
 Once the project charter is complete 
 Once the baseline is established 
 Prior to the baseline 
 Once the contract is signed 
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10. Which of the following is NOT one of the five areas to be reviewed with 
regards to the business impacts of a change? 
 Schedule/resources 
 Profitability 
 Political pressures 
 Business risk 
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Assessment Preparation Answer Key 
 

1. Any stakeholder on the team.  Any project stakeholder should be able 
to initiate a change request.  This request should go though a defined 
approval cycle to make sure it properly evaluated. 

2. A requirement or component of a requirement that does not 
presently need to be defined at a granular level of detail for the 
project to proceed. Non-clarified requirements may not always be 
detailed in the early stages of a project; however, its presence and need 
for later clarification should always be documented. 

3. All of the above.  All of these items are at risk for actualizing when 
changes are not assessed for estimates. 

4. Approval process.  The approval process circulates change impact 
analysis to end users and other internal organizations for feedback. 

5. The BPCM. The BPCM should review the changes submitted by the 
business unit's team before it is presented to the VPCM. 

6. All of the above.  All of these answers are appropriate uses for a change 
control board. 

7. Fixed-price after Requirements Definition contracts.  Usually, 
changes in a Fixed-price after Requirements Definition contract revolve 
around estimates and cost and whether or not they are realistic for 
requested changes. 

8. Prior to the baseline.  Change control process should be introduced to 
stakeholders before it is needed and before the baseline has been 
established. 

9. Once the baseline is established.  Formal change management begins 
once the baseline is agreed to and established. 

10. Schedule/Resources.  Schedule/Resources are considered internal to 
the project effort and are generally not an immediate concern to a 
business. 
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 Please, be sure to contact us if we can be of service to you; we are always happy to help!   
 Ken Mauldin, President 
Prodevia Learning www.prodevia.com 
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